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Abstract

Despite the importance of explicitly programming generalization in the context of intervention studies (Stokes & Osnes, 1989), the research base is limited, especially with respect to academic interventions. Given that writing is a particular area of concern in the United States (National Center for Education Statistics, 2012), this is an important area to target. As such, the purpose of this study was to examine the benefit of incorporating explicit generalization programming tactics into a performance feedback intervention that has received support for increasing students’ writing fluency (Hier & Eckert, 2014). Toward this aim, 52 third-grade students were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: (a) performance feedback, or (b) performance feedback with generalization programming. Four generalization assessments were administered during pre- and post-assessment phases. It was hypothesized that students receiving performance feedback with generalization programming tactics would outperform a condition receiving performance feedback alone across the generalization assessments. This hypothesis was not supported for any of the generalization assessments. Rather, students in both conditions demonstrated similar improvements in their post-assessment writing performance. As such, in the context of this study, there was not a significant benefit added to the performance feedback intervention by including generalization programming tactics.
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Generalization Programming and Performance Feedback: A Writing Intervention with Third-Grade Students

Over the past several decades, researchers asserted the importance of explicitly programming and assessing generalization outcomes of intervention studies (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, 1968; Stokes & Osnes, 1989). Despite this recommendation, generalization research remains in a nascent state, as many intervention studies neither assess or report generalization outcomes, and to an even lesser extent, explicitly target generalization (Osnes & Lieblein, 2003). The underdevelopment of generalization literature is especially evident in academic intervention research, which is unfortunate, given that generalization is often an important outcome of academic interventions. It is pertinent that researchers target generalization as a dependent variable and incorporate tactics to promote generalization when engaging in intervention planning.

This introduction includes a review of the theoretical conceptualizations of generalization along with a critique of the research on generalization programming across academic content areas (i.e., mathematics, reading, and writing) focusing on academic intervention studies that either incorporated generalization programming or assessed generalization outcomes. The review concludes with a description of a study that examined the benefit of incorporating explicit generalization programming tactics into a performance feedback intervention targeting writing fluency with third-grade students.

Theoretical Conceptualizations of Generalization

‘Generalization’ refers to a behavior change that endures across time, settings, or is applied to other similar behaviors (Baer et al., 1968). Although generalization is an important outcome of most intervention studies, many researchers have taken a passive approach toward
reaching these aims (Stokes & Baer, 1977). That is, researchers have commonly implemented interventions and hoped for positive generalization outcomes to occur, which has been conceptualized as a “train and hope” approach (Stokes & Baer, 1977).

Early proponents of generalization programming examined the literature base and categorized intervention elements employed toward the goal of generalization. Initially, Stokes and Baer (1977) described seven categories of generalization approaches, which included: (a) train and hope, (b) sequential modification, (c) introducing natural contingencies to maintain the behavior, (d) training sufficient exemplars, (e) training loosely, (f) using indiscriminable contingencies, and (g) programming common stimuli. At the time of publication, the authors reported that sequential modification and train and hope were the most commonly used tactics. They also reported that although positive generalization results were sometimes found in the absence of explicit programming, these results did not occur consistently. As such, the authors advocated the importance of explicit generalization programming.

Later, Stokes and Osnes (1989) expanded upon this work, by highlighting three categories of explicit generalization programming tactics, which included: (a) exploiting functional contingencies, which included using tactics involving contacting natural consequences, recruiting natural consequences, modifying maladaptive consequences, and reinforcing occurrences of generalization; (b) training diversely, which included using sufficient stimulus exemplars, using sufficient response exemplars, making antecedents less discriminable, and making consequences less discriminable; and (c) incorporating functional mediators, which included incorporating common salient physical stimuli, incorporating common salient social stimuli, incorporating self-mediated physical stimuli, and incorporating self-mediated verbal and covert stimuli. The authors argued that in order to continue to increase the sophistication of
generalization programming, researchers needed to explicitly incorporate these tactics to promote generalization and to assess generalization outcomes. Further, they contended it was insufficient to solely provide information regarding favorable generalization outcomes without clarifying how those outcomes were achieved.

In addition to identifying tactics to actively promote generalization, generalization has been conceptualized within the context of skill development. The Instructional Hierarchy (Haring & Eaton, 1978) is a heuristic that specifies the order in which learning occurs. The model assumes a linear progression of skill development consisting of four main stages: (a) acquisition, in which a skill is learned, (b) fluency, in which the skill is able to be used quickly and accurately, (c) generalization, in which the skill is able to be used in response to novel stimuli (also referred to as stimulus generalization), and (d) adaptation, in which the skill can be modified in response to a novel demand (also referred to as response generalization). Although Haring and Eaton believed these skills are developed in a linear fashion, they noted some uncertainty regarding instructional timing, but speculated that perhaps generalization should be programmed during the fluency stage. Unlike the work of Stokes and Baer (1977) and Stokes and Osnes (1989), this heuristic conceptualized generalization programming within the context of academic performance, and as a result, it has the potential to inform generalization programming within the context of academic interventions.

In sum, the theoretical conceptualizations of generalization evolved from identifying a variety of methods that were used toward the goal of generalization (Stokes & Baer, 1977), to providing recommendations for explicit tactics that should be incorporated into interventions (Stokes & Osnes, 1989) as well as trying to pinpoint the timing of generalization programming within the context of academic skill development (Haring & Eaton, 1978). These
conceptualizations provided a foundation for generalization programming in academic intervention studies.

**Generalization Programming in Academic Interventions**

Although the importance of generalization programming was established in the 1980s, relatively few existing studies have implemented explicit generalization programming tactics in the area of academic intervention research (Skinner & Daly, 2010). This is disheartening, considering that students are typically expected to learn and apply academic skills in ways that deviate from how they were originally taught (Poncy, Duhon, Lee, & Key, 2010). Additionally, when generalization is included in academic intervention research, generalization outcomes are often merely assessed rather than explicitly targeted or incorporated into the design of the academic intervention. As such, relatively few academic intervention studies have been conducive in providing information pertaining to the active programming and assessment of generalization outcomes. This area needs to be developed further considering that many of students in the United States are underperforming across academic content areas, with the most significant underperformance in the area of writing (National Center for Education Statistics, 2012; Persky, Daane & Jin, 2003).

**Generalization Programming in Mathematics**

**Mathematics studies incorporating “Train and Hope” tactics.** Wood, Rosenberg, and Carran (1993) examined the effectiveness of a tape-recorded, self-instruction intervention on the mathematics performance of nine 8- through 11-year-old students diagnosed with learning disabilities. The intervention targeted addition and subtraction skills with problems matched to each student’s respective skill level. Following baseline, students were divided into one of three achievement levels (low, middle, and high) based on their performance on the Wide Range
Achievement Test – Revised (WRAT-R). Then they were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: (a) an experimental condition that received individualized self-instruction training, (b) an observer condition that permitted the students to observe the experimental condition during training, and (c) a control condition that was not exposed to any intervention elements. The authors used a multiple baseline design across student groups, which were each comprised of one student from each respective condition. The sequence varied by condition; students in the experimental condition received baseline, self-instruction training, a reversal, a second self-instruction training, a generalization assessment session in which students were provided tape-recorded instructions (without experimenter assistance), and a second generalization assessment session in which students did not receive access to the tape-recorded instructions. Students in the observer condition experienced an identical sequence, however, instead of receiving the self-instruction sessions directly, they observed the interventions being implemented with the experimental condition. The control condition did not receive or observe the self-instruction trainings; their sequence through the study included baseline followed by the two generalization sessions. Despite the unique nature of the study design, the study included sound elements to assist with the assessment of generalization outcomes, as the dependent variables (percentage of problems attempted, percentage of problems completed correctly, and duration of time spent completing the items) were examined concurrently over the course of the study.

Visual analysis of the results showed that students assigned to the experimental and observer conditions completed a higher percentage of problems following the second baseline phase in comparison to the control condition. In terms of percentage of problems completed correctly (accuracy), students assigned to the observer and control conditions demonstrated relatively low, stable performance throughout each phase of the study, whereas students assigned
to the experimental condition substantially increased their accuracy following the second self-instructional phase. Despite these promising results, students in the experimental condition took more time completing mathematics problems in comparison to students in the other conditions. Results were similar during the final phase of the study in which generalization was assessed in the absence of tape-recorded instruction. That is, students in the self-instruction training and observer conditions completed more math problems, whereas students in the experimental condition increased their accuracy.

These results provide evidence of positive generalization outcomes for self-instruction training in the absence of specific generalization programing. However, the self-instruction condition included implicit generalization programming tactics (i.e., self-mediated verbal and covert stimuli) and this was not discussed or considered in relation to generalization outcomes. Additionally, intervention elements were included during the first generalization assessment phase. Therefore, performance during this phase was not truly indicative of generalized responding, as noted in Cuvo’s (2003) work, which specifies that generalization should be assessed in the absence of intervention elements. Fortunately, the second generalization assessment phase did not include this limitation, and represented a sound assessment of generalization. Other limitations include the absence of procedural integrity results and the fact that only students with learning disabilities were included in the study.

In another study that did not incorporate explicit programming tactics, Codding, Eckert, Fanning, Shiyko, and Solomon (2007) implemented an alternating treatments design with three sixth-grade students to compare three variations of a cover-copy-compare intervention targeting mathematical fluency. The three variations of the intervention included: (a) cover-copy-compare alone, (b) cover-copy-compare with performance feedback regarding digits correct per minute,
and (c) cover-copy-compare with performance feedback regarding digits incorrect per minute. Problem difficulty was individualized for each student and was identified by the classroom teacher. Generalization was assessed with pre- and post-intervention assessments. Follow-up assessments were administered four to twelve weeks following the conclusion of the intervention to assess stimulus generalization across time. Response generalization was also assessed at follow-up with a slightly more difficult mathematics problem.

The results of the study indicated no discernable differences between students’ responding to the three interventions. Across students, an upward trend in performance was observed during the three conditions, with all students eventually demonstrating mastery-level performance. Additionally, students continued to demonstrate mastery-level performance during the follow-up assessment, which assessed stimulus generalization across time. Despite these improvements, students did not demonstrate evidence of response generalization on the slightly more difficult mathematics probe. As a result, this study provided evidence that the three variations of a cover-copy-compare intervention were effective with regard to increasing fluency and stimulus generalization across time, however, this performance was not amenable to a slightly more difficult measure of response generalization.

In another study that targeted computational fluency, Poncy et al. (2010) used a multi-component intervention with three fourth-grade students. A multiple baseline design across participants was used to examine the effectiveness of an intervention that included explicit timing, goal setting, performance feedback, and tangible reinforcement on students’ addition skills. Response generalization was assessed concurrently with related and unrelated subtraction probes. If students did not demonstrate response generalization, additional treatment components were added after students reached a mastery level of 40 DCPM on their addition
probes. The additional components included didactic instruction (i.e., assisting students in solving subtraction problems by using similar skills used to solve addition problems) and direction (instruction with a cloze procedure).

Overall, students demonstrated an increase in compositional fluency on the addition probes as a result of the intervention. However, these results did not generalize to either of the subtraction probes, even with the inclusion of the additional components. In fact, all of the students demonstrated relatively stable performance on the response generalization measures over the course of the study. The authors postulated that limited findings might have been a result of dissimilarity between the two types of mathematics skills. In terms of generalization programming, the additional components to increase generalization outcomes could be conceptualized as examples of multiple response exemplars, as these tasks required students to use their compositional skills in a different way; however, the authors did not refer to them as such. This is unfortunate, given that this study could provide useful information regarding the effectiveness of the tactics used. Perhaps the tactics used in this study were ineffective, or would have been more effective if incorporated concurrently with the interventions targeting fluency, as suggested by Haring and Eaton (1978). Despite these limitations, a particular strength of this study is that the authors used generalization assessments of graded difficulty levels (i.e., related and unrelated subtraction probes). This feature should be considered in the development of future studies examining generalization outcomes.

Coddington, Archer, and Connell (2010) used a multiple baseline design across behaviors (i.e., multiplication problem sets) to examine immediate treatment effects (i.e., accuracy and fluency) in addition to stimulus generalization (i.e., generalization across multiplication probes and time) of mathematics computation skills with a 12-year-old girl. The intervention included
incremental rehearsal targeting multiplication facts. Generalization was assessed with three similar multiplication problem sets administered concurrently with intervention sessions: (a) single skill mastery probes, (b) multiplying fractions, and (c) word problems. Outcome measures included measures of accuracy (i.e., percentage correct) and fluency (i.e., rate per minute). Generalization across time was assessed with the single skill mastery and multiplying fraction probes over the course of three sessions (roughly one session per week) directly following the conclusion of the intervention. The word problem sets were excluded due to scheduling difficulties.

In terms of immediate treatment effects, the participant demonstrated improved skill performance across the three probe types as demonstrated by sharp and stable improvements in accuracy, and gradual improvement in rate across the three multiplication problem sets. Additionally, gradual improvement was evidenced across the three stimulus generalization measures over the course of the intervention. The strongest improvement occurred during the final four intervention sessions, which the authors attributed to an increase in fluency of the computation facts. Thus, the authors argued that the findings supported the sequence outlined in the Instructional Hierarchy (Haring & Eaton, 1978), given that the participant’s generalization skills were strengthened as fluency became more developed. Students also demonstrated stimulus generalization across time to the extent that their skills were maintained at intervention level across the three follow-up assessments. Although the study did not include explicit generalization programming, a strength of this study is that generalization was assessed with several types of multiplication problem sets. This study showed that in the absence of explicit generalization programming, an incremental rehearsal intervention was beneficial for increasing fluency and generalization outcomes of mathematics computation skills.
Mathematics studies incorporating explicit generalization programming tactics. In a study that used multiple generalization programming tactics, Roca and Gross (1996) examined stimulus generalization outcomes of a report-do-report intervention within the context of a multiple baseline design across subjects with a withdrawal phase. During the intervention, three third-grade students were instructed to prompt praise from their teachers following accurate mathematics problem completion. Reinforcements (i.e., praise and money) were delivered on a fixed ratio schedule by experimenters and intermittently by teachers during students’ mathematics classes. As a result, this study incorporated two types of explicit generalization programming tactics; recruiting natural consequences (i.e., prompting praise from their teachers) and making consequences less discriminable (i.e., receiving intermittent reinforcement). Dependent variables included the number of students’ praise prompts, the number of correctly completed math problems and correctly spelled words, and the ratio of correctly completed problems in students’ regular mathematics and language arts classes. It should be noted that students were explicitly instructed to generalize praise prompting behaviors following correctly completed problems in their mathematics class, but not in their language arts classrooms.

Visual analysis of the results showed that all three students demonstrated increases in praise prompting behaviors in addition to accuracy, as evidenced by clear and immediate increases in the level of praise prompts and teacher praise in addition to accurately completed mathematics problems. These results were also demonstrated in the language arts classroom (i.e., stimulus generalization across settings). In addition to emitting more praise prompts and receiving more teacher praise, students increased their correctly spelled words. These results provided preliminary support for positive stimulus generalization outcomes as a result of the combined use of two explicit generalization programming tactics (i.e., recruit natural
consequences and make consequences less discriminable) in the context of a single subject design.

Despite these promising findings, there were a few limitations associated with the study that inhibit one’s confidence in the efficacy of the tactics employed to program generalization. First, instructional elements (e.g., modeling, feedback, rehearsal) were included as needed during baseline data collection when students demonstrated difficulty, which limits our ability to make comparisons between baseline and intervention performance. Also, it is unclear if the tactic involving the recruitment of naturally occurring consequences could really be considered as such, since reinforcement was provided on a fixed ratio schedule. This limits the extent to which we can surmise that the conclusions support the use of the tactic to recruit natural consequences.

**Summary of Generalization Programming in Mathematics**

In summary, of the five mathematics interventions reviewed, the vast majority incorporated “train and hope” procedures. Of these studies, two (Codding et al., 2010; Wood et al., 1993) reported evidence of stimulus generalization, one (Poncy et al., 2010) reported no evidence of response generalization, and the results were mixed for the remaining study (Codding et al., 2007), such that positive stimulus generalization results were found, but there was no evidence of response generalization outcomes. In this study, students demonstrated increases in fluent responding in addition to positive stimulus generalization outcomes.

It should be noted that two of the “train and hope” studies (Poncy et al., 2010; Wood et al., 1993) incorporated intervention elements that were similar to generalization programming tactics, self-mediated verbal and covert stimuli and multiple response exemplars; however, the authors did not explicitly report having used these tactics. This is unfortunate, given that without the explicit identification of tactics used, the results of these studies are easily overlooked in
relation to the field of explicit generalization programming. In order to contribute to the literature base regarding tactics that are efficacious in increasing generalization outcomes, it is important that researchers employ consistent terminology and ensure that the presence or absence of explicit programming tactics are accurately detailed.

The Roca and Gross (1996) study was the only mathematics study to incorporate explicit generalization programming tactics. This study demonstrated successful generalization results, thus providing preliminary support for recruiting natural consequences and making consequences less discriminable (i.e., intermittent teacher praise) within the context of generalization programming in mathematics. However, even within this study, there were some limitations that preclude our ability to draw firm conclusions regarding the efficacy of the tactic of recruiting natural consequences. Specifically, it is unclear if the authors correctly applied the tactic of making consequences less discriminable, as reinforcement was administered on a fixed ratio schedule. However, this study provides some initial evidence that incorporating tactics to train diversely and exploit functional contingencies may increase the likelihood of positive generalization outcomes.

Although each of these studies had limitations associated with the programming of generalization (e.g., absence of explicit programming tactics, potential misuse of programming tactics), several of the studies included unique elements that are important to consider in the development of future research studies. For example, a couple of the studies administered assessments with graded difficulty levels to examine generalization outcomes (Codding et al., 2010; Codding et al., 2007; Poncy et al., 2010). Additionally, several studies examined generalization outcomes along multiple metrics (Codding et al., 2010; Roca & Gross, 1996;
Wood et al., 1993). Perhaps the inclusion of these elements would assist with the identification of potential generalization outcomes.

**Generalization Programming in Reading**

*Reading studies incorporating “Train and Hope” tactics.* Noell, Connell, and Duhon (2006) used a multi-element single subject design to examine students’ accuracy of spelling and reading skills in addition to response generalization of whole word instruction with three first-grade students. During this study, students were trained on reading and spelling words. More specifically, students were trained with 10 words that they were directed to either spell or read, and error correction was provided as needed. If a student required assistance from the experimenter for unknown words, s/he was asked to repeat the correct answer and practice it five times. Generalization sessions were also administered concurrently throughout the study, which required students to provide the untrained response (i.e., spelling the words they were taught to read or reading the words they were taught to spell). Throughout the study, sessions were administered in a partially randomized order in four-session blocks, such that students first completed two training sessions (randomly ordered between reading and spelling) followed by the generalization sessions that occurred in the same skill order as the training sessions. Dependent variables included percentage of words read and spelled correctly. During control sessions, experimenters assessed students’ reading performance on untrained words.

Students demonstrated evidence of response generalization, as observed through an increasing trend in both untrained responses (i.e., spelling and reading). As a result, these findings suggest that students were able to demonstrate response generalization in the absence of explicit generalization programming. Additionally, there were no significant differences between the two types of response generalization assessed (i.e., reading to spelling or spelling to
reading); however, neither generalized skill improved to the same extent as the trained reading and spelling skills. Several limitations threatened the internal validity of the study (i.e., word difficulty not assessed, lack of procedural integrity data). Outcomes of this study support that positive response generalization outcomes may be more likely to occur when the assessment material remains the same, but requires that the skill be modified.

Ardoin, Williams, Klubnik, and McCall (2009) used an alternating treatments design to compare outcomes related to fluency and generalization of two repeated readings interventions with four male students who attended a residential facility for students with emotional and behavioral disorders. Two of the participants were in the second grade, one participant was in fourth grade, and one participant was in fifth grade. The repeated readings interventions differed only by the number of times that the students read the passages (i.e., three versus six repeated readings). Components of the intervention included listening passage preview, followed by repeated readings (three or six), feedback related to number of words read correctly, and error correction. A separate design was not included for the generalization aspect of the study, however, stimulus generalization outcomes were assessed immediately following each intervention session with high word overlap passages, which were created by the authors. The same passages were administered a week later to examine stimulus generalization across time.

Results indicated that students demonstrated increases in reading fluency as a function of both repeated reading interventions, with increased level and trend observed across all students. Similar results were evidenced for students’ stimulus generalization outcomes between the two interventions. These results suggest that the three repeated readings were a sufficient number of practice opportunities for students to demonstrate improvements in their oral reading fluency as well as demonstrate evidence of stimulus generalization. However, there were several
limitations regarding the assessment of generalization. First, the design was not sufficient for analyzing generalization outcomes, as generalization was only assessed at the conclusion of each repeated readings intervention. This limits our ability to determine the presence of a functional relation between the treatment components and generalization outcomes. Additionally, students were provided reinforcement during generalization assessments, contingent upon improved performance, contrary to recommendations set forth by Cuvo (2003). Lastly, generalization passage difficulty was not controlled, so outcomes may have been confounded by variations in passage difficulty. As such, the findings from this study need to be replicated with studies using sound procedures to assess generalization.

In a similar study, Klubnik and Ardoin (2010) implemented an alternating treatments design with six second-grade students to compare the benefits of two repeated readings interventions, which differed by mode of administration (i.e., independent versus small group administration). The small group administration intervention was comprised of three students that engaged in sequential repeated readings (i.e., students took turns reading sentences appearing in text). In the independent administration intervention, students completed repeated readings individually. Both interventions included listening passage preview, error correction, and contingent reward for improved performance. A control condition was also implemented throughout the study, during which students read unrelated reading passages and no components of the intervention were provided. Following each intervention session, students were assessed individually with stimulus generalization passages and were provided tangible reinforcement (i.e., nickels) contingent upon improved performance.

Results showed that students demonstrated improved performance regardless of intervention type (i.e., individual or group administration). On average, students demonstrated
the greatest generalization gains in words read correct per min following group intervention on the generalization passage (control, $M = 3.33$, $SD = 8.33$; group administration, $M = 23.30$, $SD = 8.07$; individual administration, $M = 11.4$, $SD = 2.51$). Follow-up assessments (i.e., stimulus generalization across time) administered a week following the conclusion of the intervention showed that students demonstrated even further improvement in relation to baseline. Similar to the Ardoin et al. (2009) study, a major limitation of this study is that intervention elements were incorporated during the assessment of generalization (i.e., reinforcement contingent upon improved performance). Therefore, it is unclear the extent to which positive generalization outcomes were due to the intervention or the reward. Additional limitations include that potential differences in passage difficulty between sessions were not controlled.

In a study that assessed both stimulus and response generalization, Cohen and Brady (2011) examined the effects of a reading intervention targeting acquisition of word decoding in the context of a multiple baseline design across behaviors. Although the intervention was implemented class-wide in a second-grade classroom, results were examined for only five students who met inclusionary criteria for the study (i.e., attended school regularly, full-scale IQ > 90, demonstrated adequate phonics abilities, and qualified for special education services for learning disability in reading). Components of the intervention included meaning-based activities (i.e., shared reading) and explicit phonics instruction with three different vowel patterns (i.e., magic e, double vowels, and closed vowels). Moreover, several additional elements were included in the intervention that required students to use the instructed skills in different ways (e.g., tracing vowels with a red marker, using American Sign Language to make the sign for vowels). Generalization was assessed concurrently throughout the study with word decoding tasks on untaught words and nonsense words (i.e., response generalization). Stimulus
generalization across time was assessed with follow-up sessions, which commenced following instruction for each vowel pattern, and spanned over the course of seven weeks following the conclusion of the intervention.

Overall, study results showed that students demonstrated an increase in accurate decoding across the three types of vowel patterns, relative to baseline. Students also demonstrated evidence of response generalization with increased decoding accuracy on novel and nonsense generalization words. These results were maintained during the assessment of generalization across time. In addition to maintaining the skills across time, students demonstrated further improvement in the skill use. However, there were multiple threats to the internal validity of the study that limit our ability to draw firm conclusions regarding the efficacy of the intervention for increasing generalization outcomes. First, there were many instructional elements included in the intervention that were not sufficiently controlled experimentally, and procedural integrity data were not reported. As a result, it is difficult to discern which instructional elements resulted in positive generalization outcomes. It is also possible to conceptualize the intervention as having included the tactic of using multiple response exemplars. As such, positive generalization outcomes that were noted may be attributable to those tactics. Lastly, external validity was threatened by individualization of the intervention for students who demonstrated inadequate improvement over the course of the study, and the specific demographics of the students who were included as participants.

Reading studies incorporating explicit generalization programming tactics. In a study that targeted the development of basic reading skills, Mesmer et al. (2010) incorporated common salient physical stimuli to promote stimulus generalization of word decoding among four second-grade students. Using a multiple baseline design across three participants (with a
replication of the procedures with a fourth participant), the authors examined the effects of highlighting common word-endings (i.e., end, en, et, ell) with color to improve the accuracy and generalization of students’ word reading. During the training phase of the study, experimenters used flashcards with color-coded endings to direct students’ attention to common stimulus features of targeted words as instructional reading decoding procedures were provided (i.e., experimenter model, practice, error correction), along with directions that emphasized the common features of the words (i.e., shared word endings and respective color code). Following each session, students’ decoding accuracy was assessed on the same words but the flashcards did not contain the color-coding as a means of assessing stimulus generalization. Additionally, spontaneous generalization was assessed with 24 additional untaught words that did not include color-coded word endings. During the generalization phase, identical intervention procedures were followed, except all of the word endings presented on the flashcards (trained and untrained words) were color-coded as a means of prompting (i.e., common salient physical stimuli).

Results showed that three of the four participants demonstrated evidence of spontaneous stimulus generalization during the intervention; that is, they demonstrated improved performance on the 24 untrained words relative to baseline. However, all students demonstrated positive stimulus generalization outcomes during the generalization phase. These improvements were evidenced for both trained and untrained word sets. A limitation of the study was that insufficient baseline data were collected for two of the participating students, resulting in limited predictability of performance prior to intervention implementation. Additionally, the same set of flashcards was used over the course of the study, which may have resulted in improvements that were due to practice effects. This is especially problematic for the generalization words, which were administered throughout the intervention and generalization phases. Nonetheless,
generalization assessments were also incorporated during baseline data collection, which is a strength in terms of the design incorporated to assess generalization outcomes. Similar to other studies (Cohen & Brady, 2011; Poncy et al., 2010), these findings provide promising implications for the use of graded generalization measures in the assessment of generalization outcomes. These results also provide preliminary support for using common salient physical stimuli to increase students’ stimulus generalization across generalization measures of graded difficulty levels; however, these results need to be replicated with studies that address the limitations associated with inadequate baseline data and potential practice effects.

In another study that targeted word decoding, Peterson-Brown and Burns (2011) used incremental rehearsal with vocabulary (conceptualized as a ‘train loosely’ tactic) to promote the stimulus generalization of word decoding in 61 second- and third-grade students. Using a between-subjects design, an incremental rehearsal intervention (i.e., flashcards with eight known words and seven unknown words) was implemented with two groups: one that received the normal incremental rehearsal procedure, and the other, which included an added vocabulary component (i.e., students were asked to provide definitions for the words; if they could not, a short definition was provided for them). Stimulus generalization was assessed a week following the conclusion of the intervention session by having the students read the previously rehearsed word in the context of a novel sentence. Although generalization was assessed at the conclusion of the intervention, it was not included as a baseline assessment.

Results showed that incremental rehearsal with vocabulary was more effective than incremental rehearsal alone in increasing students’ stimulus generalization across time ($d = 0.71$) and generalization of accurate word decoding ($d = 0.83$). These findings suggest that incremental rehearsal with vocabulary is effective at increasing two types of stimulus
generalization (i.e., generalization across time and generalization across stimuli). However, a major limitation with regard to the design aspects of the study is that generalization was only assessed as a post measure. As such, it is impossible to rule out the possibility that there were pre-existing differences in students’ performance on this measure. Additionally, the authors identified the programming tactic used as ‘train loosely’ (Stokes & Baer, 1977), a tactic which has since been described as a category which includes multiple programming tactics. The vocabulary tactic used in this study most closely matches the tactic of multiple response exemplars. As such, this study provided implicit support for using multiple response exemplars to increase stimulus generalization; however, the inadequate design to assess generalization precludes one’s ability to draw firm conclusions. The study should be replicated with a design that includes both pre- and post-assessments of generalization.

Ardoin, McCall, and Klubnik (2007) implemented an alternating treatments design to compare the relative effectiveness of two variations of a repeated readings intervention targeting stimulus generalization of reading fluency. Participants included six third-grade students. Both interventions included listening passage preview, phrase drill error correction, and token reinforcement. The two interventions differed by the type of repeated readings materials; that is, the first intervention required students to read the same passage four times. The second intervention required students to read two high word overlap passages twice. As a result, this study incorporated the generalization tactic of multiple stimulus exemplars in an attempt to improve students’ oral reading fluency during intervention and on generalization assessments. Generalization was assessed by comparing pre- and post-performance on a generalization assessment for each intervention session using the same probe for both pre- and post-assessment.
Contrary to the study hypotheses, the multiple stimulus exemplars intervention did not produce greater generalization outcomes. In fact, students evidenced greater stimulus generalization effects following the repeated readings intervention. As such, in the context of this study, the generalization tactic of incorporating multiple stimulus exemplars was not effective in increasing students’ stimulus generalization. One possible reason for this finding was that there was insufficient exposure to the multiple exemplars. It is also important to consider that both repeated readings interventions consisted of several components (i.e., listening passage preview and phrase drill error correction), which could be considered multiple response exemplars. As such, it could be conceived that both intervention packages included generalization programming tactics.

Although this study attempted to experimentally examine the effectiveness of a generalization tactic to improve students’ stimulus generalization, notable limitations were observed in the generalization assessment methods. First, the generalization assessment included components of the intervention (i.e., tangible reinforcement) and did not meet generalization assessment standards recommended by Cuvo (2003). Second, pre- and post-generalization measures were identical. As such, generalization gains may have been due to practice effects. Third, the nature of the experimental design does not protect from multiple treatment interference. As a result, some of the generalization effects observed during the repeated readings intervention may have been due to the multiple stimulus exemplar intervention. Future generalization studies should incorporate design components to reduce multiple treatment interference as well as develop isolated generalization assessments in addition to administering different assessments during pre- and post-generalization assessment to avoid the possibility of practice effects.
Ardoin, Eckert, and Cole (2008) conducted a within-subjects group design to evaluate the effects of two repeated readings interventions on students’ initial reading fluency. In this study, second- ($n = 25$) and fourth-grade ($n = 17$) students read one passage three times and three different passages one time each (i.e., multiple stimulus exemplars). Both interventions also included listening passage preview and error correction (i.e., elements that could be regarded as multiple response exemplars). Stimulus generalization was assessed as an outcome measure with medium and high word overlap passages following each intervention session, however these assessments were not administered during baseline. The medium overlap passages were considered to be a more difficult assessment of generalization, given that they contained more novel words.

The results showed that although the repeated readings intervention led to significantly greater gains in students’ oral reading fluency growth, greater stimulus generalization effects on the medium word overlap passages were observed following the multiple stimulus exemplars intervention $t (42) = -2.54, p = .01$. There were no discernable differences evidenced between the interventions on high word overlap passages $t (42) = -.12, p = .90$. It is important to note that although one type of generalization programming tactic was purportedly used in this study (i.e., multiple stimulus exemplars), the multiple elements included in both interventions (i.e., listening passage preview, error correction) could also be conceived as a generalization programming tactic, multiple response exemplars. As such, this study could be viewed as examining the added benefit to including multiple stimulus exemplars. A particular strength of this study is that generalization was assessed in a graded fashion. This type of generalization assessment may permit one to more accurately assess the strength of generalization outcomes. This might explain why positive stimulus generalization outcomes were not found in the Ardoin et al.
Despite these positive outcomes, it is a concern that generalization was only assessed as an outcome measure. Additionally, there may have been differences in the difficulty level of the medium overlap passages that were administered following the two interventions.

In another group design that compared repeated reading to a multiple stimulus exemplar intervention, Silber and Martens (2010) used a between-subjects group design to examine stimulus generalization of 111 first- and second-grade students’ oral reading fluency. Students were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: (a) a multiple exemplar condition (i.e., listening passage preview, repeated readings with four sentences, which were representative of the intervention passage, and rewards), (b) a listening passage preview/repeated readings condition (i.e., listening passage preview, guided practice with 16 representative sentences, and rewards), and (c) a control condition (experimenter-administered mathematics probes, and rewards). Both interventions were conducted in a small group format. Stimulus generalization was assessed directly following the intervention session with a high word overlap passage, which was created by the authors. In addition to examining generalization outcomes, the authors also examined learning rates (i.e., gains in words read correct per minute following the intervention relative to baseline divided by intervention time in minutes).

Results indicated that students in both intervention conditions demonstrated significantly greater gains in their reading fluency on the intervention passage than students assigned to the control condition. Although results for the generalization measure indicated that students in the multiple exemplar condition outperformed students in the control condition ($p < .008, d = 0.70$), there were no statistically significant differences in performance on the generalization measure between the two intervention conditions ($p = .75, d = 0.15$). An analysis of learning rates (i.e., the change in reading fluency on both intervention and generalization passages from pre- to post-
intervention) was highest for students in the multiple exemplar condition $t(49.15) = 6.21, p < .0005, d = 1.04$, despite an increased number of practice opportunities for key words in the listening passage preview / repeated readings condition (i.e., 16 practice opportunities versus 4). Thus, outcomes examining learning rates demonstrated that the multiple exemplars intervention was more efficient at increasing fluency, as a faster learning rate was established than in the learning passage preview / repeated readings condition. Study limitations included the limited external validity of the materials (i.e., author-created to have high word overlap with intervention probes) and generalization assessment methods (i.e., repeated administration of probes during baseline and following the intervention). Additionally, similar to the previous studies examining repeated readings interventions (Ardoin et al., 2008; Ardoin et al., 2007), this study included listening passage previews along with repeated readings, which are similar to multiple response exemplars, given that students are required to read silently, then read aloud. Results of this study provide support for multiple exemplar training as a generalization programming tactic, however, future studies should include different assessments during pre- and post-assessment of generalization to rule out the threat of practice effects. Additionally, this study provided interesting implications for using different metrics in the assessment of generalization.

In a study that incorporated multiple generalization programming tactics (i.e., multiple response exemplars and common salient social stimuli) Duhon, House, Poncy, Hastings, and McClurg (2010) examined response generalization following a letter sound fluency intervention. This study used a multiple baseline design across participants with three first-grade students. Similar to Noell et al. (2006), this study examined whether response generalization would occur across related academic skills; in this case, letter sound fluency and letter sound blending. In this intervention, letter sound fluency was targeted first through direct intervention, which included
repeated practice, goal-setting, and contingent reward (i.e., choice of prize). After meeting an established fluency criterion on letter sound fluency, the generalization phase began (with the exception of one participant, who never met the fluency criterion), wherein the authors implemented generalization tactics that varied as a function of students’ responses. Generalization was assessed concurrently over the course of the study. Initially a cuing procedure was implemented, which involved the experimenters presenting instructions (i.e., “read the whole word”) that were similar to those provided during the letter sound fluency intervention. If the students did not demonstrate increased letter sound blending per minute in response to this cue, the authors included a goal-setting component. If students still did not increase generalized responses, then the authors incorporated sufficient response exemplars (i.e., modeling, guided practice, and corrective feedback). The latter tactic was only implemented for one participant who did not meet the fluency criterion prior to the generalization phase.

Results showed that students demonstrated response generalization at different points in the study. One student demonstrated evidence of spontaneous generalization during the letter sound fluency intervention, however, demonstrated increased improvement after meeting the fluency criterion, and when the cuing procedure was implemented. A second student also demonstrated improved performance on letter sound blending following the inclusion of cuing and goal-setting procedures. Despite these promising outcomes, one student did not demonstrate response generalization despite having received both the cuing procedure and exposure to the sufficient response exemplars. It is possible that the lack of response was due to not having met the fluency criterion prior to generalization programming. These results highlighted inter-individual differences in response to an intervention targeting letter sound fluency and provided support for the use of cuing procedures to program response generalization. Results also suggest
that the likelihood of response generalization increases once an initial performance criterion is met and in conjunction with generalization programming. As such, these results demonstrated that although some students may evidence some degree of spontaneous generalization, these outcomes are increased following an increase in fluency in basic skill development, and when generalization programming tactics are employed.

**Summary of Generalization Programming in Reading**

In summary, four of the ten reading intervention studies reviewed did not employ explicit generalization programming tactics; however, all of them reported positive generalization outcomes. Some authors related generalization outcomes to an increase in fluency (Ardoin et al., 2009; Klubnik & Ardoin, 2010). Despite these promising findings, the majority of these studies had serious limitations related to the design and assessment of generalization outcomes. For example, several studies only included generalization as a post measure following intervention sessions (Ardoin et al., 2008; Ardoin et al., 2009; Peterson-Brown & Burns, 2011). Additionally, in two of the studies, reinforcement was included during generalization assessments, contrary to recommendations by Cuvo (2003). Lastly, the Cohen and Brady (2011) included a tactic similar to multiple response exemplars. As such, there was some implicit support for including multiple response exemplars as a tactic to increase response generalization outcomes in reading.

Of the studies that included explicit generalization programming tactics, 83% showed some degree of positive stimulus (Ardoin et al., 2008; Mesmer et al., 2010; Peterson-Brown & Burns, 2011; Silber & Martens, 2010) and response generalization (Duhon et al., 2010) outcomes. Two of the studies administered generalization assessments prior to the commencement of explicit generalization programming in order to assess spontaneous
generalization outcomes (Duhon et al., 2010; Mesmer et al., 2010). In both studies, there was
evidence of slight spontaneous generalization (i.e., positive generalized responses varied among
participants), but generalization outcomes were stronger following explicit programming.
Effective programming tactics included common salient social (Duhon et al., 2010) and physical
(Mesmer et al., 2010) stimuli, in addition to multiple exemplar training (Ardoin et al., 2008;
Peterson-Brown & Burns, 2011; Silber & Martens, 2010). Limitations included only assessing
generalization outcomes following the intervention (e.g., Peterson-Brown & Burns, 2011),
including intervention elements (i.e., tangible reinforcement) in generalization assessments
(Ardoin et al., 2007), and using the same probes during pre- and post-assessments (Ardoin et al.,
2007; Silber & Martens, 2010). Additionally, several of the studies included intervention
elements that could be considered as additional generalization programming tactics, but were not
identified as such (Ardoin et al., 2008; Ardoin et al., 2007; Silber & Martens, 2010). Several of
the reading studies reviewed included unique design elements that are important to consider for
future generalization programming studies, such as the use of multiple assessments of graded
difficulty (Ardoin et al., 2008; Mesmer et al., 2010) and separate metrics to examine
generalization outcomes (Silber & Martens, 2010). Overall, multiple exemplar training received
the most support for generalization programming in the area of reading.

Generalization Programming in Writing

Writing studies incorporating “Train and Hope” tactics. In one of the first
intervention studies in the domain of writing to examine generalization outcomes, Van Houten
(1979) used a multicomponent performance feedback intervention (i.e., explicit timing, self-
scoring, and publicly posted performance feedback) targeting fluency of writing (i.e., total words
written, different action words written). A multiple baseline design across settings (i.e., mixed
second- and third-grade classroom; mixed third- and fourth-grade classroom) was used. Two follow-up sessions were administered one and three months following the conclusion of the intervention to assess stimulus generalization across time. Researchers first targeted the total number of words written followed by a second phase targeting different action words. For each skill targeted, students received 7 min to write, then they were instructed to count the number of words written or different action words, and their performance was posted on a classroom chart. Stimulus generalization assessments were conducted later in the day following each experimental session, but in the absence of treatment components (i.e., scoring, public posting).

All students demonstrated increases in their overall writing production in response to the intervention, as evidenced by an increase in their total words written. When different action words were explicitly targeted, there were differential outcomes such that students in the mixed third- and fourth-grade students evidenced some increase in performance, whereas the mixed second- though third-grade students did not. Similar stimulus generalization results were observed; all students evidenced generalization across settings for total words written. Additionally, the mixed third- and fourth-grade students evidenced generalization of number and percent of different action words; the mixed second- and third-grade students did not. Stimulus generalization across time at both follow-up sessions was evidenced for total words written; during this time, both classes demonstrated performance that approximated their performance during the intervention phase, which targeted total words written at both times. As such, this study provided some evidence of positive stimulus generalization outcomes when assessed at a later period in the day as a result of the multicomponent intervention; however, this was not consistent for writing skills that were not initially strengthened during the intervention. This suggests that fluent use of a skill might be important before stimulus generalization is targeted.
In an intervention targeting spelling, Pratt-Struthers, Struthers, and Williams (1983) implemented an add-a-word program with nine 10-12-year-old students in a multiple baseline design across behaviors (i.e., target spelling words). The intervention targeted the acquisition and generalization of spelling words with students who were classified as learning disabled and received instruction in a special education setting. The add-a-word intervention consisted of daily practice with individualized spelling lists. Students were required to copy each word from their respective spelling list, write it again from memory, and compare the word to a target. If a word was misspelled, the process was repeated until the student spelled the word correctly. Following each add-a-word intervention with the itemized words, spelling tests were administered; words were considered ‘mastered’ when the student responded correctly during two consecutive sessions. Following the spelling intervention, students were required to engage in creative writing activities. Response generalization was assessed by examining the number of target words that students correctly spelled in their creative writing products. Stimulus generalization was assessed by measuring the students’ spelling accuracy on creative writing assessments.

All students demonstrated sharp increases in spelling accuracy on target words that were written in creative writing products immediately upon introduction of the intervention. At the conclusion of the study, all students demonstrated at least 80% accuracy on targeted spelling words referenced in their creative writing assessments, providing evidence of positive stimulus generalization outcomes as a result of the add-a-word intervention. A limitation of this study is that the authors did not provide information regarding specific words that were targeted or how often those words were used during creative writing periods. Given that students were not instructed to use the words targeted in the add-a-word intervention, it is unclear the extent to
which they continued to use the words in their writing samples. Despite these limitations, it is plausible that positive stimulus generalization effects occurred because they were preceded by evidence of acquisition, which relates to the Instructional Hierarchy (Haring & Eaton, 1978).

Using a between-subjects group design, Schunk and Swartz (1993) examined the effectiveness of strategy instruction to increase 40 fourth-grade students’ writing performance. Although this study did not specify the use of generalization programming tactics, across all conditions, four different strategies for writing paragraphs (i.e., descriptive, informative, narrative story, and narrative descriptive) were embedded in the instruction, which can be conceptualized as a form of multiple response exemplars. Additionally, two different topics for each of the instructed writing strategies were used, which could be conceptualized as a form of multiple stimulus exemplars. In this study, students were randomly assigned to one of four conditions: (a) product goal (i.e., learning to apply correct strategies for different types of writing), (b) process goal (i.e., composing paragraphs), (c) process goal plus feedback, or (d) instructional control (i.e., working productively). Students’ writing performance was assessed along the following dimensions: (a) self-efficacy, (b) writing achievement, (c) self-reported use of writing strategy steps. In addition, response generalization was purportedly assessed by students’ writing performance on two different types of writing tasks (i.e., compare and contrast, expressive). Stimulus generalization was assessed with a follow-up assessment administered six weeks following the intervention, in the absence of treatment elements.

Unfortunately, only the overall treatment effects were reported in this study. No comparison tests were conducted to determine which experimental conditions resulted in differences in students’ responding. However, in terms of direct treatment outcomes, the authors noted a trend based on their descriptive findings, which suggested that students assigned to the
process goal plus feedback condition outperformed students in the other conditions, followed by students assigned to process goal condition. Additionally, the authors did not report results for the response generalization measures (i.e., the compare and contrast and expressive writing assessments), therefore, the extent to which the students demonstrated response generalization was unclear. The authors reported that the immediate treatment effects were also demonstrated in the follow-up assessment to examine stimulus generalization across time. Limitations associated with the intervention include absence of procedural integrity data and incomplete analysis of treatment effects. Additionally, increases in stimulus generalization performance may have been due to implicit generalization programming tactics (i.e., multiple stimulus and response exemplars) that were included in the study. As such, these results provide some support for including multiple exemplars in a performance feedback and goal-setting intervention to increase stimulus generalization in the area of writing; however, more studies are needed.

In another study that incorporated implicit generalization programming tactics, Medcalf, Glynn, and Moore (2004) examined the effectiveness of peer tutoring in increasing students’ writing performance (e.g., planning, editing) and stimulus generalization (i.e., generalization across individuals and time). A between-subjects group design was used that included two conditions: a peer tutoring condition \( (n = 7) \) and a control condition \( (n = 4) \). Students assigned to the peer tutoring condition received guidance from peer tutors during the writing process with regard to assistance with planning, text generation, and editing. Peer tutors also provided praise contingent upon utilization of proper writing skills. This intervention is similar to the generalization programming tactic of incorporating common salient social stimuli, however, it was not explicitly defined as such by the authors. Students assigned to the control group
practiced writing without the help of peer-tutors. To analyze the results, five writing samples were taken at three periods (i.e., baseline, during intervention, and at follow-up) for each participating student. Stimulus generalization was assessed during the tutees’ regularly scheduled class time (in the absence of tutor support) and was analyzed with measures of rate (i.e., total words written, total sentences written), accuracy (% correct punctuation, % words spelled correct), and quality (i.e., teacher ratings of enjoyment, clarity).

Although statistical analyses were reported, it was unclear if the data presented related to immediate intervention effects or stimulus generalization; therefore, outcomes will be reported in terms of descriptive findings. For immediate intervention effects, the students who received peer tutoring demonstrated an overall mean increase in total words written in comparison to the controls, not quite as strong for total sentences written. However, it appears that students in the control condition exhibited stronger performance at baseline. Similar findings were described for punctuation (i.e., an increase from 4.8% to 62.8%) and spelling accuracy (i.e., an increase from 53% to 91%) in addition to teacher ratings of enjoyment and clarity. These results were similar for stimulus generalization assessments that were conducted in the absence of peer-tutoring and during the follow-up (i.e., stimulus generalization across time) assessment. Overall, it is difficult to compare the two interventions with the results provided. Given the group differences at baseline, it might have been beneficial to control for baseline performance. Improvements that were noted by the authors may be have been related to the use of the implicit generalization programming tactic, common salient social stimuli; however, it is difficult to make strong claims regarding the outcomes of the study due to the lack of information pertaining to results of the intervention.
More recently, Hier and Eckert (2014) conducted a randomized controlled trial to examine the effectiveness of a performance feedback intervention on third-grade students’ ($N = 103$) writing fluency. As part of the study, stimulus generalization was assessed across measures and time (i.e., two, four, and six weeks following the intervention). For this intervention, students received individualized performance feedback regarding their performance on a 3 min writing task. Writing probes used for the intervention included self-referenced story-starters (e.g., “One day when I went to school…”). Stimulus generalization was assessed with a writing probe that included a story-starter that was “others referenced” (e.g., “One day when he went to school…”) and was administered only orally, rather than the standard oral and visual administration. Stimulus generalization effects were analyzed by comparing pre- and post-performance. An ANCOVA was used to examine between group differences on the stimulus generalization measure, to control for baseline performance. Stimulus generalization across time was measured during three periods that occurred two, four, and six weeks following the conclusion of the intervention.

Results showed that in comparison to a practice-only condition, students assigned to the performance feedback condition demonstrated significantly greater growth in their writing fluency over the course of the study. Additionally, students in the performance feedback condition significantly outperformed the control condition on a measure of stimulus generalization $F (1, 87) = 5.62, p = .02$, partial $\eta^2 = .06$. Despite these promising findings for the performance feedback condition, the practice only condition demonstrated stronger stimulus generalization effects in terms of stimulus generalization across time. Overall, these results provide support that in the absence of programming generalization tactics, students who improve their writing fluency during intervention are more likely to demonstrate stimulus generalization
across generalization measures. A particular strength of this study is that a plan for
generalization assessment was included in the design element of the study, such that pre-post
performance could be examined; additionally, baseline performance was used as a covariate.

Writing studies incorporating explicit generalization programming tactics. In one of
the first writing interventions to interrelate generalization programming tactics and the
Instructional Hierarchy (Haring & Eaton, 1978), Jackson (1995) implemented a performance
feedback intervention which incorporated the generalization tactic of self-mediated physical
stimuli (i.e., self-recording of specific compositional variables) to examine response
generalization of writing fluency using a multiple baseline design across behaviors (total words
written, action verbs, describing words) with six students. During this study, three phases were
examined: (a) baseline, (b) self-mediated performance feedback intervention of compositional
variables, and (c) generalization programming. Generalization probes (i.e., teacher-generated
writing assignments) were administered during the baseline and self-monitoring phases, which
were completed during the students’ regularly scheduled class time and were not followed by
self-management. The generalization programming phase commenced once reinforcement (i.e.,
points) was applied to all three compositional variables.

Results showed that self-mediated feedback was at least moderately effective at
increasing students’ writing fluency (i.e., total words written) for all but one of the students.
That is, the percentage of non-overlapping data points was 83% or higher for five of the
participants between the highest baseline data point and performance during the intervention.
These results were not as strong for different action verbs or different describing words.
Descriptively, students who showed increases in rate of responding during the intervention were
more likely to demonstrate generalized responding following intervention. Alternately, skills
that were in the acquisition phase were less likely to generalize. However, conclusions are limited regarding the effectiveness of the intervention due to considerable variability in participants’ responding during the baseline and intervention conditions. Ultimately, this study provided support for the use of self-mediated physical stimuli as a tactic to promote generalization of writing skills that are amenable to interventions targeting increases in fluency.

In a study that incorporated multiple stimulus exemplar training, Campbell, Brady, and Linehan (1991) examined the effects of peer-mediated instruction on the acquisition and generalization of capitalization skills with three nine-year-old students. For this intervention, peer tutors worked with tutees to review capitalization rules, provide feedback regarding capitalization use in tutees’ written products, and provide guided practice for capitalization in sentence writing. This intervention included a combination of single subject designs, which were unique to each participant. For the first participant, a multiple baseline design across peer partners was used to target the acquisition of capitalization with peer partners who provided direct training, and to assess stimulus generalization with peer partners who did not implement the training. For the remaining two participants, an ABAB withdrawal design (A = baseline, B = peer teaching) was used to examine acquisition of capitalization. Stimulus generalization was assessed concurrently with capitalization probes that were administered by other peers. Additionally, maintenance probes (i.e., stimulus generalization across time) were administered once weekly for three weeks following the conclusion of the intervention.

All participants demonstrated variability in capitalization use during baseline data collection. However, there were clear improvements in performance at the onset of the peer teaching intervention for two of the participants. These participants also demonstrated slight improvement on measures of spontaneous generalization; however, this improvement was
strengthened following the inclusion of generalization programming tactics. These improvements were also demonstrated at follow-up, which provides evidence of stimulus generalization across time. The third participant demonstrated more gradual improvements along the generalization measures throughout the intervention, but did evidence a degree of stimulus generalization throughout the study and during the measure that assessed stimulus generalization across time. In conclusion, this study provided support for the use of peer teaching (i.e., multiple stimulus exemplars) in increasing stimulus generalization across peers and time. This study included elements across the different designs to allow for the examination of generalization effects that occurred spontaneously and as a result of explicit programming. Limitations of the study include lack of procedural integrity data and due to the variability that the participants demonstrated during baseline assessments. Additionally, as with any single subject design, limitations to external validity due to the characteristics of the students who participated in the study. Despite these limitations, this study included sound elements in the assessment of generalization and provided promising results for multiple exemplar training.

Somewhat similarly, in a study that assessed response generalization, Graham, Harris, and Mason (2005) examined the effects of incorporating a peer support component (i.e., incorporating common salient social stimuli) into a Self-Regulated Strategy Development (SRSD) intervention with 73 general and special education students in the third grade. This study utilized a between-subjects group design with students randomly assigned to one of three conditions: (a) SRSD instruction only, (b) SRSD plus peer support, and (c) comparison group of students who received typical writing instruction (i.e., Writer’s Workshop) from their teachers. Students in both SRSD conditions received instruction geared towards composing stories and persuasive essays, with a focus on planning. The students in the SRSD plus peer support group
received additional guidance from a peer that focused on providing prompts for clarifying and expanding upon ideas. Although the authors only specified the use of one tactic to promote generalization, there are several other programming tactics that are inherent to the SRSD intervention. That is, students are taught self-regulatory skills during writing by asking themselves questions to facilitate text generation (e.g., “Who are the main characters?”) and expanding upon ideas (e.g., “What do the main characters want to do?”). Both of these skills are examples of self-mediated verbal and covert stimuli generalization strategies. Additionally, sufficient stimulus and response exemplars were used during the SRSD intervention given that students receive practice with different types of writing prompts, as well as instruction and practice with different writing strategies (e.g., planning, revising, and genre specific writing strategies). Response generalization was assessed with two novel writing tasks: informative writing and personal narratives. Dependent variables included compositional length (i.e., number of words written), compositional quality, and the use of basic story elements necessary for the given genre.

Overall, the results indicated that students in the two SRSD conditions consistently outperformed the students assigned to the comparison condition on all dependent variables (i.e., length, story elements, and quality). In terms of response generalization effects, the results of this study indicated that both SRSD groups showed statistically significant gains relative to the comparison group with respect to length of informative essays (ES = 1.57 for SRSD and 1.58 for SRSD plus peer support), number of story elements used in personal narratives (ES = 1.28 for SRSD plus peer support), and personal narratives quality (ES = 1.08 for SRSD and 1.15 for SRSD plus peer support). However, the only statistically significant difference between the two SRSD conditions on the generalization outcomes was for the number of elements used in
personal narratives, with students assigned to the SRSD plus peer support condition writing more elements in their personal narratives than students assigned to the SRSD condition. This makes sense, given that students receiving peer support received assistance with identifying areas in their writing products that needed to be clarified or expanded upon.

It is important to note that although peer support (i.e., incorporating common salient social stimuli) was explicitly used as a tactic to enhance the students’ generalization in writing, other generalization programming tactics are inherent in the SRSD intervention (i.e., self-mediated verbal and covert stimuli, and multiple stimulus and response exemplars). Thus, it is not necessarily surprising that there were few differences between the two SRSD groups on measures of generalization. Rather, the study provides some indication regarding the amount of growth that may occur in writing when common social stimuli are incorporated with the other generalization tactics. This study included sound elements to assess generalization outcomes (i.e., pre- and post- generalization assessments), and provided positive implications for the inclusion of common salient social stimuli is beneficial in increasing students’ ability to include more elements in their written compositions among novel writing tasks. However, the authors did not employ statistical analyses to control for baseline performance in when examining generalization outcomes.

In another study that incorporated multiple generalization programming tactics into a performance feedback intervention, Malandrino (2015) conducted a randomized controlled trial with 116 third-grade students. Students were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: (a) a practice-only condition that received weekly writing practice on a 3 min writing task; (b) a performance feedback condition that received individualized performance feedback as described in Hier and Eckert (2014); and (c) a generalization programming condition that received
individualized performance feedback in addition to explicit generalization programming. As part of the generalization programming, three tactics were implemented, which included common salient physical stimuli (i.e., a large, cardboard pencil) and multiple stimulus and response exemplars (i.e., writing probes that were administered only visually and an expository writing probes). A pre-post design was used to examine generalization effects, which were assessed with a stimulus generalization measure (i.e., 3 min writing task was administered visually only) and a response generalization measure (i.e., 3 min expository writing task).

Generalization results were analyzed with two ANCOVAs. The first ANCOVA examined group differences in performance on the stimulus generalization probe while controlling for baseline performance. Results showed that there were no significant group differences on the stimulus generalization measure \( F(2, 88) = 0.93, p = .39 \), but there were statistically significant differences on the response generalization measure, showing that students in the generalization programming condition significantly outperformed students in the practice only condition \( F(2, 96) = 3.82, p = .03, \eta^2 = .07 \). Limitations to the assessment of generalization include that perhaps the stimulus generalization probes were an inadequate method to assess stimulus generalization, and due to experimenter error, the common salient physical stimulus was not presented until the fourth intervention session. Despite these limitations, strengths of the study included that generalization was assessed at pre- and post-assessment in the absence of intervention elements, and statistical analyses were used to examine group differences on the outcome measures while controlling for baseline performance. Additionally, multiple intervention assessments were included to assess both stimulus and response generalization outcomes. This study provided support for the use of multiple
generalization programming tactics (i.e., common salient physical stimuli, multiple stimulus and response exemplars) toward the goal of response generalization.

In a similar study, Hier and Eckert (2016) implemented generalization programming tactics (i.e., multiple stimulus and response exemplars) into a performance feedback intervention in writing with 118 third-grade students. Students were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: (a) a practice-only condition, that received practice with weekly WE-CBM probes, (b) a performance feedback intervention, that received weekly WE-CBM probes in addition to feedback regarding total number of words written in addition to feedback regarding how that number related to previous performance, and (c) a multiple exemplar training condition, that was identical to the performance feedback condition, however, they received diverse writing probes that was alternated on a weekly basis. The multiple stimulus exemplar probes were identical to the WE-CBM probes, however, the story-stems were administered only orally, rather than orally and visually. The multiple response exemplar probes required students to write in response to a prompt that required them to compare and contrast two items or ideas. All writing probes used during the intervention allotted students one minute to plan and three minutes to write.

Generalization outcomes were assessed with a stimulus generalization probe, a response generalization probe, and a maintenance probe (i.e., a probe that assessed stimulus generalization across time). Students were not provided performance feedback when generalization was assessed. Additionally, when response generalization was assessed, students were provided with 10 minutes to write their compare and contrast essays. Maintenance (i.e., stimulus generalization across time) was assessed four months following the final intervention session. Conversely to the study hypotheses, students assigned to the multiple exemplar training condition did not outperform the other conditions on post-assessment measures of stimulus or response
generalization. However, these students did outperform the other conditions on a measure that examined maintenance (i.e., stimulus generalization across time). As such, this study demonstrated some support for multiple stimulus and response exemplars as tactics to improve students’ generalization across time.

Summary of Generalization Programming in Writing

In the content area of writing, only a small number of studies used explicit generalization programming tactics to improve students’ writing skills. Of the studies that did not incorporate explicit generalization programming tactics, three reported evidence of stimulus generalization (Hier & Eckert, 2014; Medcalf et al., 2004; Pratt-Struthers et al., 1983), and two reported weak evidence of stimulus generalization (Schunk & Swartz, 1993; Van Houten, 1979). It is important to note that although these studies did not identify having included explicit generalization programming tactics, two of them included tactics that were similar to common salient social stimuli (Medcalf et al., 2004) and multiple stimulus and response exemplars (Schunk & Swartz, 1993).

Of the studies that did include explicit generalization programming tactics (Campbell et al., 1991; Graham et al., 2005; Jackson, 1995; Hier & Eckert, 2016; Malandrino, 2015), all reported at least partial evidence of generalization outcomes. As with reading studies that explicitly targeted generalization, tactics that received the most support for increasing stimulus generalization included multiple stimulus exemplars (Campbell et al., 1991; Hier & Eckert, 2016). For response generalization, beneficial tactics included common salient social (Graham et al., 2005) and common salient physical stimuli (Malandrino, 2015) in addition to multiple stimulus and response exemplars (Graham et al., 2005; Malandrino, 2015), and self-mediated physical stimuli (Jackson, 1995). Similar to several studies reviewed in the area of reading, there
were a few studies that examined spontaneous generalization (i.e., positive generalization performance occurring in the absence of explicit programming) in addition to programmed generalization. Campbell et al. (1991) found that generalization performance was improved following explicit programming. Additionally, two studies provided several generalization assessments to examine both stimulus and response generalization outcomes (Hier & Eckert, 2016; Malandrino, 2015).

Among studies that examined generalization in the area of writing, many studies indicated that generalization was more likely to occur for fluent skills (Hier & Eckert, 2014; Jackson, 1995; Van Houten, 1979). This was true among studies that did or did not include explicit generalization programming tactics. As such, this supports the Instructional Hierarchy, which states that fluency is typically developed prior to generalization (Haring & Eaton, 1978).

Similar to the content areas of mathematics and reading, there were several studies in which it was difficult to draw firm conclusions regarding the findings. Some of the issues that were common to writing studies included the lack of clarity in information related to statistical analyses (Medcalf et al., 2004; Schunk & Swartz, 1993). Additionally, many of the single subject subjects only presented results in terms of visual analyses. As a result, alternative approaches to examine the magnitude of treatment effects (e.g., effect size, percent of non-overlapping data points) were not reported.

**Purpose of the Current Study**

Generalization programming is an essential component of intervention studies, especially those pertaining to academics, where students are often expected to demonstrate their learning through versatile application. However, limited academic intervention studies have incorporated explicit generalization programming tactics. An even smaller number of studies have
implemented generalization programming tactics within the context of class-wide interventions while assessing generalization outcomes using appropriate design elements (e.g., pre- and post-assessments).

Of the studies that did incorporate explicit generalization programming tactics, a few tactics that were found beneficial included incorporating multiple stimulus exemplars (Ardoin et al., 2007; Hier & Eckert, 2016; Malandrino, 2015; Silber & Martens, 2010), multiple response exemplars (Duhon et al., 2010; Hier & Eckert, 2016; Malandrino, 2015), and common salient physical stimuli (Malandrino, 2015; Mesmer et al., 2010). Some researchers have also included important elements such as assessing different forms of generalization (Campbell et al., 1991; Coddington & Coddington, 2010; Codding et al., 2007; Hier & Eckert, 2016; Malandrino, 2015), including multiple assessments of generalization (Codding et al., 2010; Hier & Eckert, 2016; Malandrino, 2015) and have thus provided information related to outcomes among graded difficulty levels (Ardoin et al., 2007; Mesmer et al., 2010).

The purpose of the current study was to incorporate explicit generalization programming tactics into a performance feedback intervention targeting third-grade students’ writing fluency in an effort to improve their performance across generalization outcome measures of graded difficulty levels. To address this purpose, the primary research question examined whether students who received explicit generalization programming tactics (i.e., common salient physical stimuli, multiple stimulus and response exemplars) in addition to the performance feedback intervention demonstrated greater evidence of generalization in comparison to students who did not receive explicit generalization programming tactics. Due to previous research in other academic domains that suggests incorporating the generalization tactic of providing students with multiple response exemplars (Duhon et al., 2010; Hier & Eckert, 2016; Malandrino, 2015)
and common salient physical stimuli (Malandrino, 2015; Mesmer et al., 2010) increases students’ performance on generalization outcomes, as well as previous research in the content area of writing (Hier & Eckert, 2016; Malandrino, 2015), it was hypothesized that students who received explicit generalization programming tactics would outperform the performance feedback only condition on measures of generalization that are of graded difficulty levels in terms of number of correct writing sequences.

Method

Participants and Setting

Instructional Review Board approval was received from Syracuse University and the participating school district. Upon approval, third-grade students receiving general education programming from a local school were invited to participate in the study. First, participating students were required to have their parents sign and return permission forms, indicating consent for their child to participate in the study. Then students were required to sign an assent form, formalizing their agreement to participate in the study.

A total of 108 students were screened for eligibility. A subset of these students (n = 25) were assigned to an alternative intervention session, which was not included in the current study. The remaining students were deemed ineligible if they met any of the following criteria: (a) teachers reported the student was eligible for special education programming or limited English proficiency / English language learner status that would negatively impact their ability to participate in the project (n = 9), (b) scoring < 1st percentile or less on AIMSweb Written Expression Measure for total words written Winter benchmark (i.e., less than 8 words) (n = 4), or (c) standard score < 50 on the WIAT Alphabet Writing Fluency subtest (i.e., 0 letters written) (n
or (d) scored below criterion for both the AIMSweb Written Expression Measure and the WIAT Alphabet Writing Fluency subtest (n = 1).

A total of 52 students met the eligibility requirements and participated in the study (see Table 1). Most of the students were female (51.9%) and their race was identified as White (57.7%) or Black or African American (26.9%). A smaller percentage of students were identified as being of two or more races (11.5%), American Indian or Alaska Native (1.9%), or Asian (1.9%). In terms of ethnicity, most students were not Hispanic or Latino (88.5%). The average age of the students was 8 years (range, 8 years, 0 months to 9 years, 1 month). A small percentage of students (3.8%) were eligible for special education services due to speech and language impairment. An additional 3.8% were eligible for special education services due to learning disability classifications, but still met inclusionary criteria.

Eligible students were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: (a) a performance feedback condition (n = 25) or (b) a performance feedback with generalization programming condition (n = 27). There were no statistically significant differences between the two conditions with regard to sex, $x^2 (1, N = 52) = .07, p = .79$, ethnicity, $x^2 (4, N = 52) = .00, p = 1.00$ special education status, $x^2 (2, N = 52) = .01, p = .99$, or age, $F(1, 50) = 0.59, p = .45$ (see Table 1). There were also no statistically significant differences between conditions with regard to race, when examining students identified as White and non-White ($x^2 (2, N = 52) = 2.09, p = .15$).

The students recruited for this study were enrolled in one elementary school located in a moderately sized city in the northeast. According to 2014-2015 enrollment data, the school population was 938 students, 50.4% were male. Most students were identified as White (43%) or Black or African American (33.8%). A smaller percentage of students were identified as
Hispanic or Latino (8.2%), Asian or Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander (7.9%), Multiracial (5.7%), or American Indian or Alaska Native (1.5%). Additionally, over half (68%) of the student population received services from economic assistance programs (e.g., free or reduced-price lunch, social security insurance, food stamps). The schools were selected due to their proximity to the university, and represented a sample of convenience.

**Experimenters**

Doctoral students in school psychology served as primary experimenters with the assistance of advanced undergraduate research assistants. Research assistants were required to complete formal training in research ethics, as required by Syracuse University. Training consisted of completing the Social and Behavioral Focus and Responsible Conduct of Research courses through the Collaborative Institute Training Initiative (CITI) regarding the protection of human research subjects. Documentation of successful training completion was submitted to the Institutional Review Board. Research assistants also received training in the administration and scoring of dependent measures in addition to data entry and procedural integrity assessments. All research assistants were required to demonstrate 100% proficiency scoring dependent measures and conducting procedural checks prior to participation.

**Materials**

Several assessments were used over the course of the study to assess eligibility, pre-assessment performance, response to intervention, and to measure generalization outcomes. The measures include assessments of immediate treatment effects (i.e., WE-CBMs self-referenced narrative probes), and four generalization measures of graded, increasing difficulty levels (i.e., WE-CBMs others-referenced narrative probes, WE-CBM expository probes, and WE-CBM compare and contrast writing probes).
**Wechsler Individual Achievement Test – Third Edition.** The Wechsler Individual Achievement Test – Third Edition (WIAT – III; Pearson, 2009) is a standardized, norm-referenced writing measure that is used to measure the academic skills of children aged 4 to 19 years. For the purposes of this study, only the Alphabet Fluency subtest of the WIAT-III was used to determine students’ eligibility to participate in the study. The Alphabet Fluency subtest requires students to write as many letters of the alphabet as they can over the span of a 30 sec interval.

This subtest has been shown to have moderate test-retest reliability ($r = .69$) among children eight to nine years of age, with a test-retest interval that averaged 13 days and ranged from 2 to 32 days (Pearson, 2009). It is also moderately correlated ($r = .41$) with the Written Language composite of the WIAT-II.

**Curriculum-Based Measurement in Written Expression Self-Referenced Narrative Probes.** Curriculum-Based Measurement in Written Expression (WE-CBM) self-referenced narrative probes were used to assess eligibility and were administered during the intervention (see Table 2). For these writing probes, students were provided with a two-page packet. At the top of the first page of the packet a self-referenced story stem was presented (e.g., “I was walking down the street, when all of a sudden…”). The rest of the page contained horizontal lines for the students to write their story. No other instructional material was presented to the students. McMaster, Wayman, Deno, Espin, & Yeo (2010) has examined the technical adequacy of these probes and reported strong alternate form reliability ($r = .73$ to .90) and low to moderate criterion-related validity ($r = .29$ to .63).

**WE-CBM Others-Referenced Narrative Probes.** WE-CBM narrative probes that were others-referenced were used to assess generalization (see Table 2). In addition, these probes
were used as a specific generalization tactic for participants assigned to the performance feedback with generalization programming condition (see Procedures section). That is, students in the performance feedback with generalization programming condition received performance feedback in response to their performance on these and other writing probes over the course of the intervention. For these writing probes, students were provided with a two-page packet. At the top of the first page of the packet an others-referenced story stem was presented (e.g., “One night the boy found the most interesting thing and…”). The rest of the page contained horizontal lines for the students to write their story. No other instructional material was presented to the students.

These probes were modified from work of McMaster et al. (2010) to be others-referenced. Other than the changes to the pronoun in the story stem, the material is identical to the narrative WE-CBM probes that are self-referenced. These probes were conceptualized to be slightly more difficult than the self-referenced probe, because they required students to slightly alter their response. That is, students were required to write from another’s perspective rather than their own. Because these probes were modified for the purposes of this study, there is currently no psychometric evidence available.

**WE-CBM Expository Probes.** WE-CBM expository probes were used to assess generalization (see Table 2). In addition, these probes were used as a specific generalization tactic for participants assigned to the performance feedback with generalization programming condition (see Procedures section). That is, students in the performance feedback with generalization programming condition received performance feedback in response to their performance on these and other writing probes over the course of the intervention.
For these writing probes, students were provided with a two-page packet. At the top of the first page of the packet a position statement was provided for the student to generate a written composition (e.g., “Write about your favorite time of year and why you like it.”). The rest of the page contained horizontal lines for the students to write their story. No other instructional material was presented to the students.

McMaster et al. (2010) reported that these probes have strong alternate form reliability ($r = .75$ to .85) and low to moderate criterion-related validity ($r = .38$ to .64). These probes are conceptualized to be of a moderate difficulty level due to the increased demands of associated with creating an expository composition rather than a narrative composition. That is, students were required to state their stance on a specific issue and explain their position. Additionally, these types of prompts are described in the Common Core Standards as one writing production genre that should be strengthened in the third-grade.

**WE-CBM Compare and Contrast Probes.** WE-CBM compare and contrast probes were used to assess generalization (see Table 2). In addition, these probes were used as a specific generalization tactic for participants assigned to the generalization programming condition (see Procedures section). For these writing probes, students were provided with a two-page packet. At the top of the first page of the packet a directional statement was presented that required students to compare and contrast two concepts (e.g., “Write about how gym is the same as and different from art class.”). The rest of the page contains horizontal lines for the students to write their story. No other instructional material was presented to the students.

These probes were developed by the author and based on curricular expectations for third-grade students as evidenced by the New York State Common Core standards and grade-level curriculum (i.e., Treasures; Macmillan McGraw-Hill, 2006). These probes are
conceptualized to be of highest difficulty level due to the increased task demands of describing similarities and differences between two items or concepts. Additionally, these writing probes are similar to what is listed in the Common Core standards as a type of writing genre that should be developed in the fifth-grade. However, the prompts used for this study were simplified, given that students were not be required to write a compare and contrast composition in response to literary or informative text. Because these probes were developed by the author, there is currently no psychometric evidence.

**Kids Intervention Profile.** The Kids Intervention Profile (KIP; Eckert, Hier, Malandrino, & Hamsho, in press) was administered to students receiving performance feedback to assess their perceptions of the intervention. The KIP contains 8 items that are rated on a 5-point Likert-scale, with items ranging from “not at all” to “very, very much”. Eckert et al. demonstrated that this measure has adequate internal consistency ($r = .76$) and test-retest reliability ($r = .69$) over the span of 3 weeks. Items load onto two factors, labeled “General Intervention Acceptability” (e.g., “How much do you like writing stories with us each week?”) and “Intervention Skill Improvement” (e.g., “Do you think your writing has improved?”). For the present study, Cronbach’s alpha was .79.

**Behavior Intervention Rating Scale.** Teachers were asked to complete a rating scale regarding their perception of acceptability and effectiveness of the intervention (BIRS; Elliott & Treuting, 1991). This scale contains 24 items that are rated on a 6-point Likert-scale with items ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”, which load onto three factors: (a) acceptability, (b) effectiveness, and (c) time of effectiveness. For the purposes of this study, the scale was modified so that questions related to ‘problem behavior’ were reworded to reference
difficulties in the area of writing. Because modifications were made to the scale, the internal consistency of the scale was examined and Cronbach’s alpha was .98.

**Procedures**

The study was conducted in four phases that included sessions conducted in a group format in two general education classrooms, within one local elementary school, during regularly scheduled class time. Although the initial plan was to conduct weekly sessions, several disruptions occurred due to unanticipated rescheduling (see Figure 1). The five phases included: (a) eligibility; (b) pre-assessment; (c) intervention; (d) generalization programming, which was only instated for the generalization programming condition; and (e) post-assessment. These phases were implemented sequentially; the eligibility phase spanned over approximately two sessions, followed by the pre-assessment phase, which spanned over the course of four sessions. Following eligibility and pre-assessment, students were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: (a) performance feedback ($n = 25$) or (b) performance feedback with generalization programming ($n = 27$). The intervention phase spanned over the course of approximately eight sessions. Following the final intervention session, the post-assessment phase was conducted during four sessions.

Manipulation checks were conducted after every session to assess the writing performance of the students assigned to the performance feedback with generalization condition in comparison to their performance on the corresponding pre-assessment probe. These checks were used to determine whether additional generalization programming sessions needed to be provided in order to improve the students’ writing performance before switching to the next generalization programming tactic. For the purposes of this study, the generalization programming tactic needed to be in effect for at least three sessions and students needed to
demonstrate an average 25% increase in their writing performance, relative to their baseline performance on the respective measure. This criterion was met for both the WE-CBM self-referenced narrative probes and the WE-CBM others-referenced narrative probes. However, due to unexpected scheduling issues, it was not possible to implement the final generalization programming tactic (i.e., performance feedback in response to the WE-CBM expository probe) for more than two sessions (see Figure 1), although the students exceeded the criterion during the two sessions. Specifically, students’ average increase in writing performance relative to their baseline performance was 18% during the seventh intervention session and 61% during the eighth intervention session, resulting in an overall average increase of 39.5% across the two sessions.

**Eligibility determination.** During the first phase of the study, students were administered a WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe, as well as the Alphabet Writing Fluency subtest of the WIAT. Students were considered ineligible if they obtained a standard score below 50 on the WIAT Alphabet Writing Fluency subtest, or if they wrote less than eight words on the WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe.

**Pre-assessment.** During the pre-assessment phase of the study, students completed a CBM-WE self-referenced narrative probe as well as generalization measures of graded difficulty levels, which were administered during separate sessions. Generalization measures included a WE-CBM others-referenced narrative probe (conceptualized to be of low difficulty level), a WE-CBM expository writing probe (conceptualized to be of moderate difficulty level), and a WE-CBM compare and contrast probe (conceptualized to be of high difficulty level). Across all WE-CBM probes, the same administration procedures were followed. Specifically, students were informed, “I am going to read a sentence to you first, and then I want you to write a story about
what happens next. You will have some time to think about the story you will write and then you will have some time to write it. Please turn to the next page of your packet. For the next minute think about writing a story that begins with this sentence – [insert story stem].

Remember, take time to plan your story. A well-written story usually has a beginning, a middle, and end. It also has characters that have names and perform certain actions. Use paragraphs to help organize your story. Correct punctuation and capitalization will make your story easier to read. Please do not write the story yet. Just think of a story that begins with this sentence – [insert story starter]. Ready? Begin thinking and I’ll tell you when a minute for thinking is up.”

Students were given 1 min to plan their story and then the students were directed, “When I tell you to start, please begin writing your story. Remember, if you don’t know how to spell a word, you should try your best and sound it out. It is important that you do your best work. If you fill up the first page, please turn to the next page and keep writing. Do not stop writing until I tell you to. Do your best work. Okay, you can start writing.” Students were given 3 min to write their stories.

**Performance feedback condition.** Students assigned to the performance feedback condition received individual writing packets, the first page was printed on colored paper that signified their respective group. It also included their identifying information (i.e., name, homeroom teacher). The second page presented a stop sign to prevent them from seeing their feedback prematurely. The third page included individualized performance feedback, which consisted of a box in the center of the page with a number inside, denoting how many words they wrote during the previous session. Beside the box was an upward or downward facing arrow or an equal sign to denote how the number in the box compared to the number of words that they wrote two sessions previous. The primary experimenter followed a procedural script to explain
performance feedback to the students and to administer the WE-CBM probe. Specifically, the research assistant stated to the students, “The box in the middle of the page [The research assistant should point to the box] tells you how many words you wrote last week. Next to the box you will see an arrow. If the arrow is pointing up towards the sky, then that means you wrote more words since the last time I worked with you. If the arrow is pointing down towards the floor, then that means you wrote fewer words since the last time I worked with you. If you have an equal sign instead of an arrow, then that means you wrote the same number of words as you did the last time I worked with you. Every week when we work with you, we are going to tell you how you are doing with your writing.” Following this review, the respective WE-CBM probe was administered.

**Performance feedback plus generalization programming condition.** Students assigned to the performance feedback plus generalization programming condition received explicit generalization programming tactics in addition to individualized performance feedback, as described in the previous section. First, students received the customary performance feedback in response to their performance on WE-CBM self-referenced narrative probes during the first three intervention sessions in addition to introducing one generalization programming tactic. That is, a large (approximately 42” in height) cardboard pencil was placed at the front of the classroom and was explicitly referred to during administration of the writing probes. This served as a common salient physical stimulus that was referenced during each session within the context of a prompt designed to explicitly state the importance of increasing the students’ writing output, as well as providing the students with directions regarding what to write about. Specifically, the research assistant would state, “This pencil will be here to remind you to WRITE MORE. It is also here to help you to think of the Triple I’s, which include “I think, I
felt, I did”. As you are writing your story, include information about what you think, what you felt, and what you did…”.

During sessions four through six, a second generalization programming tactic was introduced. The writing task was changed so that WE-CBM others-referenced narrative probes were administered to program for stimulus generalization. Students continued to receive the performance feedback intervention as well as were exposed to the common salient physical stimuli. During these sessions, the instructions pertaining to the pencil changed slightly to reflect the difference in the story stem. Specifically, the researcher stated, “This pencil will be here to remind you to WRITE MORE. During our last session, we spoke about the Triple I’s when you were writing your story, but today we are writing through the perspective of a young boy / girl. So when you write your story today, think of the Triple S/He’s. The Triple S/He’s include “He thought, he felt, he did.” That means as you are writing your story, include information about what s/he thought, what s/he felt, and what s/he did.”

During the final two sessions of the study, the writing task was changed again so that the WE-CBM expository probe was administered to program response generalization. Students continued to receive the performance feedback intervention and were exposed to the common salient physical stimuli (see Figure 1). During these sessions, the instructions pertaining to the pencil changed again to reflect the difference in the story stem. Specifically, the researcher would state, “This pencil will be here to remind you to WRITE MORE. In previous sessions, the pencil was here to remind you of the “Triple I’s” or the “Triple She’s or He’s”. Today we are writing a composition which requires you to state and opinion and include information to support your opinion. So when you write your story today, the pencil is here to remind you of your two main goals, which are to 1) state your opinion, and 2) support your opinion with reasons. To
assist with your writing, you should include words such as “because”, “therefore”, “since”, and “for example”.

**Post-assessment.** The post-assessment of generalization measures of graded difficulty levels was administered at the conclusion of the study. One WE-CBM self-referenced narrative probe, one WE-CBM others-referenced narrative probe, one WE-CBM expository probe, and one WE-CBM compare and contrast writing probe were administered on separate occasions. Standard administration procedures for WE-CBM probes were followed. For the generalization programming condition, the common salient physical stimuli (i.e., the large cardboard pencil) was present. In addition, the Kids Intervention Profile (KIP; Eckert et al., in press) was administered to all of the students to assess their perceptions of the intervention and all of the teachers were asked to complete a modified version of the Behavior Intervention Rating Scale (BIRS; Elliot & Treuting, 1991) to assess their perceived acceptability and effectiveness of the intervention.

**Dependent Measures**

**Primary measures.** Correct writing sequences were calculated for all WE-CBM measures administered over the course of the study, as a measure of writing fluency and quality. Procedures developed by Shapiro (2004) were used for scoring correct writing sequences. That is, each adjacent word in students’ writing products was examined for accuracy based on spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and syntax. Results of several comprehensive reviews were provided in the AIMSweb manual (Powell-Smith & Shinn, 2004) and in a meta-analysis by McMaster and Espin (2007). Reliability coefficients were moderate to high ($r = .46$ to $.86$). Studies examining validity of the measure indicated that correct writing sequences were
moderately to strongly correlated with criterion measures (e.g., holistic ratings and with regard to the Test of Written Language (Hammil & Larsen, 1996).

**Experimental Design**

A randomized controlled trial was used to examine whether students who received explicit generalization programming tactics (i.e., common salient physical stimuli, multiple stimulus and response exemplars) in addition to the performance feedback intervention demonstrated greater evidence of generalization in comparison to students who did not receive explicit generalization programming tactics on generalization measures of graded difficulty levels (i.e., the WE-CBM self- and others-referenced narrative probes, WE-CBM expository probes, and WE-CBM compare and contrast probes). Previous randomized controlled trials (RCTs) (Hier & Eckert, 2014; Malandrino, 2015) included a practice-only control group, which received only weekly writing practice without individualized performance feedback. Because previous studies have shown that students in the performance feedback condition outperformed those who have received writing practice alone ($d = 0.89$) (Hier & Eckert, 2014), the current study did not include a no-treatment control condition.

Prior to the commencement of the study, 108 students were assessed for eligibility (see Figure 2). A total of 55 students were excluded due to the following reasons: (a) students were allocated to another experimental condition, not included in the described study ($n = 25$), (b) did not meet baseline criteria for total words written on the initial WE-CBM probe and/or the basal for the WIAT-III spelling measure ($n = 6$), (c) had an individualized education program under the classification of speech and language impairment, received special education programming, and were identified by their teachers as experiencing significant delays in their language that would impede their performance in the study ($n = 3$), (d) had an individualized education
program under the classification of Other Health Impairment \((n = 2)\), (e) had an individualized education program under the classification of Autism Spectrum Disorder \((n = 1)\), (f) students moved to another school \((n = 4)\), (g) student arrived too late to participate in the study \((n = 1)\), (h) students were identified as having limited English proficiency or as an English language learner \((n = 9)\), or (i) parents declined to consent \((n = 4)\). This resulted in a total sample size of 52 students.

A covariate adaptive randomization method was used to assign eligible students within their respective classroom to conditions based on their average performance on the four pre-assessment measures using a random number generator. That is, students in each classroom were ranked in terms of their average pre-assessment performance (i.e., number of CWS), which is an important baseline characteristic to equate across conditions. Within each classroom, students were randomly assigned in sequential order to one of two conditions: (a) performance feedback \((n = 25)\), or (b) performance feedback plus generalization programming \((n = 27)\). This method of randomization controls for the possible influence of students’ initial writing performance while retaining equal sample sizes across conditions.

An a priori power analysis was conducted to determine an adequate sample size for testing group differences between the two conditions. Sample size was calculated by setting \(\alpha\) equal to 0.05 and power equal to 0.80. The results indicated that 26 third-grade participants per condition should be included, resulting in a total sample size of 52 participants. Based on pilot work by Eckert et al. (2006), the sample size was calculated to detect a minimum meaningful difference in slopes of 0.60.
Procedural Integrity

Primary research assistants followed a procedural script throughout each session and tallied each step as it was completed. Secondary research assistants completed procedural integrity checks for 46% of the sessions. Specifically, procedural integrity checks were completed for 50% of the performance feedback condition sessions and 42% of performance feedback with generalization programming condition sessions. To do so, research assistants followed additional procedural scripts and tallied steps as they were completed by the primary experimenter. Procedural agreements were tallied as instances when the secondary research assistant indicated that the primary research assistant correctly implemented that portion of the procedure. Integrity was determined and reported as the lower total count of agreements divided by the total number of possible procedural steps and multiplied by 100%. Procedural integrity was exact across all sessions ($M = 100\%$) and no deviations were reported (see Table 3).

Interscorer Agreement

A total of 37% of the WE-CBM probes (37% from the performance feedback condition, 38% from the performance feedback with generalization programming condition) were randomly selected across all writing measures and re-scored. Interscorer agreement and kappa coefficients were calculated to examine the extent to which the two scorers agreed. Instances of disagreement between scorers were re-examined by the primary experimenter to determine the final score. Interscorer agreement was calculated by dividing number of agreements by number of agreements plus disagreements times 100. Kappa was calculated by subtracting chance agreements from observed agreements and dividing that number by the product of one minus chance agreements. This product was multiplied by 100. The mean percentage of interscorer agreement was 96% (range, 40% to 100%, and the mean kappa values were .90 (range, .16 To
It should be noted that there were 17 instances in which kappa could not be calculated because there was a ‘0’ value in an ‘agreement’ cell. In these instances, the proportion of agreement value was used instead.

**Results**

**Data Preparation**

The primary researcher, along with trained research assistants, were in charge of entering data into a Microsoft Excel file. Another researcher double-checked all imputed data to ensure accuracy. Data were transferred from Microsoft Excel to SPSS 21.0 (SPSS Inc., 2012). SPSS was used to perform descriptive statistics in addition to statistical analyses.

There was no missing pre-assessment data. However, for the post-assessment sessions, there was a small number of missing data (see Figure 2). For the performance feedback condition, two post-assessment sessions were missing (i.e., one student missed two sessions). For the performance feedback with generalization programming condition, there were four post-assessment sessions missing (i.e., one student was absent for all four sessions). Cases with missing post-data were excluded from the analysis.

**Descriptive Results**

Students in both conditions increased their correct writing sequences from the pre- to post-assessment writing period across all measures (see Table 4). Moreover, the mean number of correct writing sequences for both conditions were slightly higher than the expected mean number of correct writing sequences based on national norms (i.e., 26 CWS) collected during the Winter assessment period (AIMSweb®, 2012) for the WE-CBM self-referenced narrative probe (M performance feedback condition = 28.11; M performance feedback with generalization programming condition = 28.17), the WE-CBM others-referenced narrative probe (M
performance feedback condition = 29.55; M performance feedback with generalization programming condition = 29.32) and the WE-CBM compare and contrast writing probe (M performance feedback condition = 28.90; M performance feedback with generalization programming condition = 27.71). This pattern of writing performance was not observed for the WE-CBM Expository probe (M performance feedback condition = 24.26; M performance feedback with generalization programming condition = 25).

**Major Analyses**

To examine whether there were differences in students’ responses on the post-assessment generalization measures (i.e., WE-CBM self-referenced narrative probes, WE-CBM others-referenced narrative probes, WE-CBM expository probes, and WE-CBM compare and contrast probes), four analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) were conducted. Prior to conducting the ANCOVAs, the underlying statistical assumptions were tested, including normality, homogeneity of variance, correlations among covariates, linearity, and homogeneity of regression slopes. These assumptions were mostly upheld, aside from one instance in which the assumption of homogeneity of variances was met, which is described below. To reduce errors associated with conducting multiple comparisons, a Bonferroni correction was applied to the alpha values, such that each alpha value was increased to .012.

**Generalization Outcomes.** Prior to conducting the ANCOVAs, the homogeneity of regression assumption was analyzed for each of the four measures to ensure that there was not an interaction between the covariate and the conditions. Univariate analysis of variance results indicated that this assumption was met for the WE-CBM self-referenced narrative probe, $F (1, 47) = 1.20, p = .28$, the WE-CBM others-referenced narrative probe, $F (1, 47) = 1.23, p = .27$, the
WE-CBM expository probe, $F(1, 46) = 0.63, p = .43$, and the WE-CBM compare and contrast probe, $F(1, 46) = 0.53, p = .47$.

After adjusting for scores on the pre-assessment measure, there was not a statistically significant difference between the two conditions on the post-assessment CBM-WE self-referenced narrative probe, $F(1, 48) = 0.0001, p = .98$, the post-assessment CBM-WE others-reference narrative probe, $F(1, 48) = 0.01, p = .95$, the post-assessment CBM-WE expository probe, $F(1, 47) = 0.05, p = .83$, or the post-assessment compare and contrast probe, $F(1, 47) = 0.12, p = .73$. However, due to the violation of the assumption of homogeneity of variances for the compare and contrast probe, a Mann-Whitney U Test was also conducted to examine between-group differences on this measure. Similar to the results of the ANCOVA, these results were not statistically significant ($p = .95$). Students performed similarly across the two conditions in terms of mean CWS (see Tables 5 and 6).

**Secondary Analyses**

**Intervention performance.** Although the present study’s primary aim was to examine post-assessment outcomes, the students’ performance during the intervention was descriptively examined to ensure that students demonstrated improvements over time, with respect to their correct writing sequences. Figure 3 illustrates the students’ performance during each intervention session. For students assigned to the performance feedback condition, an increasing trend in mean correct writing sequences was observed over the course of the intervention phase of the study. For students assigned to the performance feedback with generalization programming condition, increases were also observed over the course of the intervention phase of the study. However, following the introduction of each generalization tactic, which included a
different writing probe, students in this condition demonstrated a slight decrease in their responding.

**Student acceptability outcomes.** Students’ acceptability ratings on the Kids Intervention Profile (KIP; Eckert et al., 2015) showed that students in the performance feedback condition ($M = 3.43, SD = 0.58$) and performance feedback with generalization programming conditions ($M = 3.25, SD, 0.53$) rated the intervention as acceptable. There were no statistically significant differences in ratings for the two factors. Students assigned to the performance feedback intervention rated the overall acceptability of the intervention ($M = 3.59, SD = 0.82$) similarly to students assigned to the performance feedback with generalization programming condition ($M = 3.78; SD = 0.63$), $t (47) 1.05, p = .30$. In addition, students assigned to the performance feedback condition rated their skill improvement (performance feedback $M = 2.93; SD = 0.68$) similarly to students assigned to the performance feedback with generalization programming condition ($M = 2.88, SD = 0.65$) $t (47) 0.26, p = .79$.

A descriptive review of individual items on the KIP suggested that the items rated highest included, “Do you think your writing has improved?” (performance feedback condition $M = 4.48, SD = 1.28$; performance feedback with generalization programming condition $M = 4.42, SD = 0.95$), “How much do you like writing stories with us each week?” (performance feedback condition $M = 4.43, SD = 0.95$; performance feedback with generalization programming condition $M = 3.88, SD = 1.21$). The lowest rated item was, “How much do you think it helped when you were told how many words you wrote?” (performance feedback condition $M = 1.65, SD = 1.11$; performance feedback with generalization programming condition $M = 2.04, SD = 1.37$). There were no statistically significant differences in student acceptability ratings or individual items between the two conditions (see Table 6).
Teacher acceptability outcomes. Teachers’ acceptability ratings on the Behavior Intervention Rating Scale (BIRS; Elliot & Treuting, 1991) suggested that the two teachers, whose classrooms were used for the intervention conditions, reported high levels of overall acceptability and effectiveness regarding the procedures used in the intervention ($M = 4.92, SD = 1.12$; see Table 7). These levels were high across the three factors (acceptability $M = 5.00, SD = 1.13$; effectiveness $M = 4.71, SD = 1.01$; time of effectiveness $M = 5.00, SD = 1.13$). Items rated highest by teachers included “this would be an acceptable intervention for students’ writing difficulties” ($M = 5.50, SD = 0.71$), “this intervention should prove effective in changing students’ writing difficulties” ($M = 5.50, SD = 0.71$), “students’ writing difficulties are severe enough to warrant use of this intervention” ($M = 5.50, SD = 0.71$), “the intervention would not result in negative side-effects for the student” ($M = 5.50, SD = 0.71$), “this intervention would be appropriate for a variety of students” ($M = 5.50, SD = 0.71$), and “I like the procedures used in this intervention” ($M = 5.50, SD = 0.71$). An item of the scale that was rated lower was “the intervention is consistent with those I have used in the classroom” ($M = 3.00, SD = 0.00$).

Discussion

Generalization is an important component of intervention studies (Baer et al., 1968; Stokes & Osnes, 1989), however, there are few academic intervention studies that have explicitly targeted generalization (Skinner & Daly, 2010). In addition, many of the existing academic intervention studies that have incorporated these tactics have methodological flaws that limit the conclusions that can be drawn regarding the effectiveness of the generalization tactics used. This is especially true in writing intervention research, which is disappointing, given that writing is a content area in which students are most severely underperforming (National Center for Education Statistics, 2012).
As a result, the purpose of the current study was to examine the effectiveness of implementing explicit generalization programming tactics into an academic intervention in the area of writing. Toward this goal, generalization tactics were included into a performance feedback intervention that has demonstrated effectiveness in increasing students writing fluency (Hier & Eckert, 2014). The results of this study showed that students receiving performance feedback in addition to generalization programming demonstrated improvements in their writing fluency on four post-assessment generalization measures following the performance feedback intervention. However, they did not outperform students assigned to a condition receiving performance feedback alone.

Effects of Explicitly Programming Generalization into a Performance Feedback Intervention

Given that previous researchers demonstrated successful generalization outcomes as an effect of using common salient physical stimuli (Malandrino, 2015; Mesmer et al., 2010), multiple stimulus (Ardoin et al., 2008; Campbell et al., 1991; Graham et al., 2005; Hier & Eckert, 2016; Malandrino, 2015; Silber & Martens, 2010), and response exemplars (Graham et al., 2005; Malandrino, 2015; Peterson-Brown & Burns, 2011), it was hypothesized that students receiving this package of explicit generalization programming tactics would outperform students assigned to a performance feedback condition that did not receive explicit generalization programming tactics. Similar to previous studies that examined generalization outcomes with measures of graded difficulty level (Ardoin et al., 2008; Codding et al., 2010; Codding et al., 2007; Poncy et al., 2010), this study used multiple measures to assess generalization outcomes. It was hypothesized that students receiving generalization programming tactics would outperform the performance feedback condition on these measures. This hypothesis was not
supported for any of the four measures used to assess generalization. Students assigned to both conditions performed similarly across all generalization post-outcome measures assessed.

Although results of secondary analyses examining students’ acceptability ratings of the intervention indicated that the intervention was rated as moderately acceptable and no statistically significant differences between the two conditions were observed, there was a pattern of results suggesting that students attributed improvements in their performance to the weekly writing practice embedded in the intervention (i.e., “How much do you think it helped to write with us each week?”) versus components of the intervention (i.e., “How much do you think it helped when you were told how many words you wrote?”). Further, teachers’ responses on the Behavior Intervention Rating Scale (BIRS; Elliott & Treuting, 1991) suggested that the teachers participating in this study did not provide their students with performance feedback in the classroom and did not prioritize writing fluency during their instructional practices. Although the teachers’ responses are consistent with national classroom instructional practices in writing (Cutler & Graham, 2008), the students’ perceptions are inconsistent with prior performance feedback studies (Malandrino, 2015).

There are a few considerations associated with the null findings. First, although there were not statistically significant differences between conditions, students in both conditions demonstrated improvements in their post-assessment performance on each of the generalization measures relative to their pre-assessment performance. Prior research demonstrated that students are more likely to generalize their skills following initial increases in fluency (Ardoin et al., 2009; Jackson, 1995; Klubnik & Ardoin, 2010; Silber & Martens, 2010; Van Houten, 1979). As such, it is possible that the lack of differences between the students’ performance in the two conditions is related to intervention increases in fluency that occurred across both conditions.
For example, in the Malandrino (2015) study, students who received performance feedback and generalization programming demonstrated statistically significant differences in their generalization outcomes in comparison to students who were assigned to a practice-only condition. However, no statistically significant differences were observed among students assigned to a performance feedback condition. This suggests that the performance feedback intervention in the absence of specific generalization tactics may be sufficient for establishing generalized effects.

It is also possible that unintentional generalization programming tactics (i.e., multiple stimulus exemplars) were embedded in both conditions. For example, the story stem varied during each intervention session, which could be considered a form of multiple stimulus exemplars. Additionally, due to scheduling conflicts, the same experimenters were not always available to conduct each intervention session with their respective groups. This could be conceptualized as a generalization programming tactic, as the conditions of the intervention (i.e., the experimenters who administered the intervention) varied. This may have impacted responding, as students may have demonstrated generalized performance across experimenters. Finally, in an effort to avoid missing data, make-up sessions for students who were absent from the original pre- or post-assessment sessions were conducted outside of the classroom setting (e.g., in the school library or in a meeting room). As a result, it is possible that the process of completing intervention sessions in an alternate setting served as a multiple stimulus exemplar (across settings), and impacted student performance during the generalization assessments.

The possibility of intervention elements potentially functioning as unintentional multiple exemplars was noted in other studies specifically targeting generalization outcomes (Ardoin et al., 2007, 2008; Silber & Martens, 2010). Within these specific studies, students unintentionally
received explicit generalization programming tactics, which included elements that could be regarded as potential multiple response exemplars (e.g., listening passage preview, phrase drill error correction. In these studies, group differences favoring the condition receiving explicit generalization programming tactics were either not observed at all (Ardoin et al., 2007) or potentially weakened. For example, results from the Ardoin et al. (2008) study demonstrated that a condition receiving explicit multiple exemplar training outperformed a condition not receiving the explicit package of multiple exemplar training on one generalization measure, but not another. Along those lines, the Silber and Martens (2010) study showed that while a multiple exemplar condition outperformed a control condition on a generalization measure, this group did not outperform an additional experimental condition receiving listening passage preview and repeated readings. As such, it is plausible that the current study included intervention elements that functioned as multiple exemplars for both conditions. Accordingly, the results of the current study suggest that there was no added benefit to including the additional generalization programming tactics (e.g., multiple response exemplars, common salient physical stimuli) in relation to the outcomes assessed.

It is also possible that the scheduling of generalization programming sessions may not have been sufficient for adequately achieving generalization outcomes. One way that the current study sought to control for this possibility was by conducting ongoing manipulation checks for the generalization programming condition throughout the intervention. Accordingly, manipulation checks were conducted following each intervention session for the performance feedback with generalization programming condition to compare to their performance with the corresponding pre-assessment probe. Results of these checks were used to determine whether to implement additional generalization programming sessions or to move on to the next
generalization programming tactic. Prior to the commencement of the intervention, a criterion of three sessions with each tactic and an average increase of 25% in writing performance, relative to their baseline performance on the respective measure, was chosen. These criteria were met for the WE-CBM self-referenced and others-referenced narrative probe, but not for the WE-CBM expository probe. As such, it is possible that an additional session would have been beneficial in improving generalization outcomes. It is also possible that higher threshold should have been instated for the manipulation checks.

Additionally, perhaps the current study did not incorporate an adequate number of intervention sessions to program generalization outcomes. Other academic studies have implemented varying numbers of intervention sessions including generalization programming tactics. Some have conducted a single intervention session (Ardoin et al., 2008; Peterson-Brown & Burns, 2011; Silber & Martens, 2010), while others scheduled sessions within the context of single-subject designs that varied based on individual performance (Duhon et al., 2010). With regard to studies examining generalization outcomes specific to writing, Hier and Eckert (2016) conducted a total of six intervention sessions prior to finding partially successful generalization outcomes. In this study, students assigned to a multiple exemplar training condition outperformed students assigned to a condition receiving performance feedback alone and students assigned to a condition receiving only writing practice on a measure examining maintenance (i.e., stimulus generalization). The Malandrino (2015) study also found partially successful generalization outcomes following three sessions of response generalization programming. Based on the results of these studies, it is unclear the specific number of sessions that are beneficial toward the goal of generalization outcomes, however, there has been at least partial support for positive generalization outcomes following even one intervention session.
Despite these findings in prior research, it is plausible that the number of sessions of generalization programming implemented in the current study was insufficient toward the goal of generalization.

Finally, assessing students’ generalization outcomes within the context of a RCT resulted in a delay between each generalization programming tactic and the assessment of the corresponding generalization outcome. All post-assessment generalization outcomes were assessed at the conclusion of the study. As a result, the latency between the final generalization programming session for the performance feedback with generalization programming condition and the generalization post-assessment with the WE-CBM self-referenced narrative probe was six weeks. For the WE-CBM others-referenced narrative probe, the latency was three weeks. For the WE-CBM expository probe, the latency was a little over one week. The two studies (Hier & Eckert, 2014; Malandrino, 2015) reporting positive generalization outcomes in elementary students’ writing fluency conducted assessments immediately following the intervention sessions. Thus, the latency between generalization programming and assessment likely decreased the sensitivity of detecting generalization outcomes.

**Generalization Programming: Developmental and Instructional Considerations**

Within the existing literature base for generalization programming in academic intervention studies, several studies have targeted generalization outcomes in elementary-aged students (e.g., Graham et al., 2005; Hier & Eckert, 2014; Malandrino, 2015; Noell et al., 2006; Van Houten, 1979). Most of the studies demonstrated at least partial support for generalization outcomes (Graham et al., 2005; Hier & Eckert, 2014; Malandrino, 2015; Noell et al., 2006), beginning in the first grade. In the content area of writing, two studies (Hier & Eckert, 2016; Malandrino, 2015) have specifically targeted generalization of writing fluency with third-grade
students following explicit generalization programming tactics in a performance feedback intervention and reported evidence for generalization. These findings suggest that it is developmentally appropriate to incorporate generalization programming tactics in academic interventions, including academic interventions that focus on writing performance, for children in the third grade.

Although developmental levels have rarely been stipulated in the literature with regard to appropriate timing and effectiveness of generalization programming, researchers have discussed generalization in the context of skill development. For example, Haring and Eaton (1978) identified generalization within the Instructional Hierarchy. Within this framework, generalization of skills occurs following the development of skill fluency and the authors postulated that generalization programming should be targeted in conjunction with fluency.

Applying the Instructional Hierarchy framework to the present study, it is possible that the generalization programming may have been negatively impacted by the students’ instructional learning levels. Because this study was implemented in a class-wide, group setting, generalization programming tactics could not be tailored depending on students’ individual levels of functioning within the Instructional Hierarchy. For example, of the 85.2% students in the generalization programming condition who were performing at a frustrational level (based on the total words written) during the pre-assessment, 50% continued to demonstrate frustrational level performance at post-assessment. As a result, a large number of students may not have foundational levels of fluency in order to generalize this skill to alternative writing tasks. This is supported by previous studies showing that students are more likely to generalize skills that have been developed to fluency (Hier & Eckert, 2014; Jackson, 1995; Van Houten, 1979), and are less likely to generalize skills that are not developed to fluency (Jackson, 1995; Van Houten, 1979).
As such, it may be that generalization programming tactics are more effective if matched to students’ instructional learning needs.

**Advances in Programming and Assessing Generalization**

Although recommendations have long been in place toward the explicit pursuit of generalization outcomes (Baer et al., 1968), the field of generalization programming has been slow to advance in the area of academic intervention research (Poncy et al., 2010). As a result, there is not a strong literature base with regard to tactics that have been consistently shown to lead to generalization outcomes. In addition to the paucity of research studies, substantial weaknesses within many of the existing studies were identified. Of these weaknesses, some of the more basic limitations included failing to incorporate explicit tactics to program generalization, or properly assessed generalization outcomes. Other more nuanced limitations included incorporating explicit strategies to promote generalization without identifying them as such, or including intervention elements in the generalization assessment, thus conflating the results.

An examination of prior studies that specifically incorporated specific tactics suggests a variety of approaches were applied. Many studies incorporated packages of intervention tactics, that is, they have used more than one generalization programming tactic toward the aim of increased generalized outcomes (i.e., Duhon et al., 2010; Hier & Eckert, 2016; Malandrino, 2015; Roca & Gross, 1996). There have also been studies that have demonstrated successful generalization outcomes on the basis of incorporating individual generalization programming tactics. The tactics that have received the most support include incorporating multiple stimulus and response exemplars. Despite that several studies have demonstrated positive outcomes for
programming tactics, often, generalization results have been described as partially effective, and
in one case, not effective (Ardoin et al., 2007).

The present study attempted to address prior limitations observed in academic
intervention generalization studies in an attempt to advance programming and assessing
students’ generalization. Specifically, the current study included explicit generalization
programming tactics, which have received support in previous studies targeting reading (Ardoin
et al., 2007; Duhon et al., 2010; Mesmer et al., 2010; Silber & Martens, 2010) as well as
previous studies in the content area of writing (Hier & Eckert, 2016; Malandrino, 2015).
Additionally, generalization assessment was incorporated into the design of the intervention,
such that generalization results were assessed both prior to and following implementation of the
intervention. This differs from prior academic intervention generalization studies in the area of
reading that have only assessed generalization outcomes, and did not include pre-assessment
generalization measures (Ardoin et al., 2008; 2009; Peterson-Brown & Burns, 2011). To further
strengthen the current study, generalization assessments of graded difficulty levels were also
included, similar to studies in the area of reading that have included multiple assessments of
generalization (Ardoin et al., 2008; Mesmer et al., 2010).

Limitations

There are several limitations of the current study. First, given that the study took place in
a school setting, where schedule conflicts were unavoidable, there were several instances in
which the intervention sessions could not be administered during consecutive weeks. A second
threat to the internal validity is the effect of testing (i.e., the effect of pre-testing on post-
assessment outcomes). In the current study, participants received pre-assessments that were
similar in nature to the assessments administered at post-assessment. As such, having received
similar assessment probes may have impacted their performance on the post-assessments. It is possible that the effect of testing may have served as a generalization programming tactic for both conditions, making it difficult to distinguish between outcomes related to explicit generalization programming. Further, compensatory rivalry is also a potential threat to the internal validity of the study. Given that students came from the same school, and students from each of the classrooms were assigned to both conditions, it is possible that students between conditions discussed the strategies employed in the generalization programming conditions, thereby impacting their performance on the generalization assessments.

There were two threats to the external validity of the study. First, it is possible that there were reactive effects of the assessment, such that exposure to the pre-assessments interacted with the participant’s responsiveness to the intervention. Given that several measures were administered during the eligibility and pre-assessment phases, it is unclear what the results of the study would have been in the absence of such testing. A second threat is that although the results of this study are meant to inform intervention practices for general education students, this study population was limited to third-grade students in an urban school district, which included a large percentage of general education students who qualified for free or reduced-price lunch. As such, the results may not be indicative of how other populations would respond to the intervention elements.

Lastly, given that Cuvo (2003) recommended that generalization should be tested under extinction conditions, the generalization assessments that were conducted in the present study did not meet this assertion. For students assigned to the performance feedback with generalization programming condition, a prompt was included that referenced the common salient physical stimuli (i.e., the cardboard pencil) during each generalization assessment, as well
as explicit directions with regard to reminding students to increase their writing productivity. However, the nature of this strategy necessitates that the stimuli remain common between intervention and non-intervention sessions. As a result, this tactic was included during the generalization assessments and the assessment of generalization was not conducted in total absence of intervention elements.

**Implications for Practice**

Generalization is an important outcome of academic interventions that are implemented in the classroom setting, as students are typically expected to learn skills and apply them across relevant settings and situations. Although the existing literature base is broad with respect to academic content area, student grade level and setting (e.g., individual or group settings), a number of design features associated with the existing research base limits the generalization of findings and implications for practice. The current study, which was based on prior findings reported by Malandrino (2015), implemented a package of intervention elements (i.e., multiple stimulus and response exemplars, common salient physical stimuli) into a class-wide performance feedback intervention. Results of the current study showed that although there were not differences in students’ performance between the two conditions, students in both conditions improved their post-assessment performance across measures of generalization.

Although these outcomes do not provide clear implications for teachers with respect to explicit tactics that should be incorporated into instruction to promote generalization, support from existing literature provides some guidelines for practice. First, generalization should be considered a standard component of instructional practice. That is, generalization should be considered with respect to instructional strategies, and should be measured before and after the commencement of instruction or intervention. The most heavily researched strategies (i.e.,
multiple stimulus and response exemplars) are often inherently included in instructional practices. However, given the importance of generalization outcomes, it is important that these strategies be utilized in an intentional manner.

Educators should also explicitly target generalization outcomes of instruction, and assess students to ensure that generalization outcomes are met. As such, educators should go beyond a “train and hope” scenario in which they implement instruction and assume that generalization outcomes will occur. Rather, they should incorporate diversified training (e.g., multiple exemplar training) into instructional practices. Assessment of generalization should occur in the absence of instructional assistance (Cuvo, 2003) and should be examined with multiple assessments.

Although generalization has been successfully targeted with students beginning in the elementary grades, consideration should be taken with regard to students’ performance levels (i.e., the Instructional Hierarchy) when implementing instructional practices. That is, instructional tactics should vary when students are performing at an acquisition level as opposed to when students are preforming at a fluency level. For example, Haring and Eaton (1978) proposed that when students are performing at an acquisition level, instructional strategies should include modeling and corrective feedback. As such, it is important that students’ skill level be assessed prior to the implementation of generalization programming tactics.

**Directions for Future Research**

The state of generalization programming is underdeveloped in intervention research (Skinner & Daly, 2010), especially in the area of writing where students demonstrate severe underperformance. Studies that have examined generalization outcomes as a result of explicit programming in the area of writing have demonstrated mixed results (Hier & Eckert, 2016;
Malandrino, 2015). Given the importance of improving students’ writing skills, it is important that research in this area continue. Results of the current study showed that although students receiving performance feedback demonstrated improvements in writing fluency and accuracy over the course of eight weekly writing sessions, the addition of generalization programming tactics did not result in greater generalized outcomes in comparison to performance feedback alone.

Similar to the Malandrino (2015) study, results showed that students assigned to the performance feedback intervention, which did not receive explicit generalization programming tactics, demonstrated improvement in post-assessment generalization measures relative to pre-assessment scores, similar to the condition that received explicit programming. When considering how these results align with the Instructional Hierarchy (Haring & Eaton, 1978), it is possible that due to an increase in writing fluency, these students were inherently more likely to demonstrate generalization and adaptation of their writing skills. As such, future studies should further examine the notion of a “functional fluency” level, and how this relates to generalization outcomes.

In the current study, generalization outcomes were assessed at the conclusion of the intervention phase. As a result, there was a delay in administration between when the generalization programming probes and the corresponding post-assessment probes. Given this delay, it is possible that there were immediate generalization effects that went undetected. Future studies should consider examining these outcomes more proximal to their programming.

Conclusions

It is important that researchers examine generalization outcomes of intervention studies (Stokes & Osnes, 1989; Skinner & Daly, 2010). This is particularly true in the area of academic intervention research. Given that writing is a particular area of weakness, this is a prime area to
target. Although there have been several studies establishing the effectiveness of a performance feedback intervention to increase students’ writing fluency, there have been mixed results regarding the effectiveness of these interventions with regard to generalization outcomes (Hier & Eckert, 2014; 2016; Malandrino, 2015). The current study aimed to improve the existing research base by including explicit generalization programming tactics (i.e., multiple stimulus and response exemplars and common salient physical stimuli) into a performance feedback intervention in writing intervention. Generalization was included in the study design with pre- and post-assessment phases to ensure that results were not impacted by pre-existing differences in students’ performance. Additionally, results were assessed with multiple generalization assessments that were conceptualized to be of graded difficulty level. Results of the study showed that students assigned to a performance feedback with generalization programming condition did not outperform students assigned to a performance feedback condition. However, students in both conditions demonstrated improvements in their post-assessment writing performance. Future studies should continue to examine the effectiveness of generalization programming.
Table 1

Student Demographic Information (N = 52)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Total Sample</th>
<th>Performance Feedback</th>
<th>Performance Feedback with Generalization Programming</th>
<th>$X^2$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>% (n)</td>
<td>% (n)</td>
<td>% (n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td>51.90 (27)</td>
<td>48.00 (12)</td>
<td>55.60 (15)</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td>48.10 (25)</td>
<td>52.00 (13)</td>
<td>44.40 (12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.096</td>
<td>0.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaska Native</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.90 (1)</td>
<td>4.00 (1)</td>
<td>.000 (0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.90 (1)</td>
<td>0.00 (0)</td>
<td>3.70 (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.90 (14)</td>
<td>20.00 (5)</td>
<td>33.30 (9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td></td>
<td>57.70 (30)</td>
<td>68.00 (17)</td>
<td>48.10 (13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or More Races</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.50 (6)</td>
<td>8.00 (2)</td>
<td>14.80 (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic or Latino</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.50 (6)</td>
<td>12.00 (3)</td>
<td>11.10 (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Hispanic or Latino</td>
<td></td>
<td>88.50 (46)</td>
<td>88.00 (22)</td>
<td>88.90 (24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Education Eligibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Learning Disability</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.80 (2)</td>
<td>4.00 (1)</td>
<td>3.70 (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech or Language Impairment</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.80 (2)</td>
<td>4.00 (1)</td>
<td>3.70 (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>8.03 (.47)</td>
<td>8.49 (.49)</td>
<td>8.39 (.45)</td>
<td>.593</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

Curriculum-Based Measurement in Written Expression Probes (WE-CBM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probes</th>
<th>WE-CBM (other-referenced) narrative probes</th>
<th>WE-CBM expository probes</th>
<th>WE-CBM compare and contrast probes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>One night I had a strange dream about…</td>
<td>One day the boy found the most interesting thing and…</td>
<td>Write about your favorite day of the week and why you like it.</td>
<td>Write about how gym is the same as and different from art class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>It was the first day of school so I decided to…</td>
<td>One day the boy went to school but nobody was there except him so he…</td>
<td>Describe the friends you have and tell why they are your friends.</td>
<td>Write about how school is the same as and different from home.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>One morning I found a note under my pillow that said…</td>
<td>The boy was watching TV when he heard a knock at the door and…</td>
<td>Describe your favorite time of the year and why you like it.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I was walking down the street when I saw…</td>
<td>The girl was walking home when she found a $100 bill on the sidewalk and…</td>
<td>Describe a place you like to go and tell why you like to go there.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>One day I went to school but nobody was there except me, so I…</td>
<td>The girl was on her way home from school and…</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>It was a dark and stormy night and I…</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I was talking to my friends when all of a sudden…</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>One day I woke up and was invisible…</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>One day my friend told me the strangest story and I…</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>One day when I got home from school…</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

Results of Procedural Integrity Assessments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>(n)</th>
<th>(N)</th>
<th>Mean Percentage</th>
<th>(SD)</th>
<th>Range of Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a Performance Feedback</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>100-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b Performance Feedback with Generalization Programming</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>100-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>100-100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes.  
a Contained between 21 and 22 steps.  
b Contained between 22 and 23 steps.
Table 4

Adjusted Means, Standard Deviations, and ANCOVA Results for Pre- and Post-Assessment Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Feedback with Generalization Programming Condition</th>
<th>ANCOVA Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WE-CBM (Self-Referenced) Narrative Probe</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Assessment</td>
<td>20.92 (12.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Assessment</td>
<td>28.11 (1.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WE-CBM (Others-Referenced) Narrative Probe</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Assessment</td>
<td>20.36 (10.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Assessment</td>
<td>29.55 (2.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WE-CBM Expository Probe</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Assessment</td>
<td>21.20 (12.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Assessment</td>
<td>24.26 (2.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WE-CBM Compare and Contrast Probe</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Assessment</td>
<td>18.64 (11.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Assessment</td>
<td>28.90 (2.50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5

*Raw Means and Standard Deviations for Pre- and Post-Assessment Measures*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Performance Feedback with Generalization Programming Condition</th>
<th>Performance Feedback Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE-CBM (Self-Referenced) Narrative Probe</td>
<td></td>
<td>20.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>29.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>20.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE-CBM (Others-Referenced) Narrative Probe</td>
<td></td>
<td>29.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>21.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>24.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE-CBM Expository Probe</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td>27.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 6

**Descriptive Results of the Kids Intervention Profile**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor 1: Overall Intervention Acceptability</th>
<th>Performance Feedback Condition</th>
<th>Performance Feedback with Generalization Programming Condition</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.59 (0.82)</td>
<td>3.78 (0.63)</td>
<td>1.049</td>
<td>.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Factor 2: Skill Improvement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How much do you like writing stories with us each week?</td>
<td>2.93 (0.68)</td>
<td>2.88 (0.65)</td>
<td>.263</td>
<td>.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much do you like being told what to write about?</td>
<td>4.43 (0.95)</td>
<td>3.88 (1.21)</td>
<td>1.756</td>
<td>.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were there times when you didn’t want to write with us?</td>
<td>2.83 (1.53)</td>
<td>2.81 (1.47)</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>.966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Were there times when you wished you could work more on writing stories with us?</td>
<td>3.83 (1.59)</td>
<td>2.96 (1.62)</td>
<td>1.870</td>
<td>.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you think your writing has improved?</td>
<td>4.48 (1.28)</td>
<td>4.42 (0.95)</td>
<td>.173</td>
<td>.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you think your writing has gotten worse?</td>
<td>3.96 (1.40)</td>
<td>3.65 (1.47)</td>
<td>.737</td>
<td>.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much do you like being told how many words you wrote?</td>
<td>4.22 (1.24)</td>
<td>3.69 (1.32)</td>
<td>1.429</td>
<td>.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much do you think it helped when you were told how many words you wrote?</td>
<td>1.65 (1.11)</td>
<td>2.04 (1.37)</td>
<td>-1.072</td>
<td>.289</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7

*Descriptive Results of Teachers’ Behavior Intervention Rating Scale (BIRS)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>(SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor 1: Acceptability</strong></td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>(1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor 2: Effectiveness</strong></td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>(1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor 3: Time of Effectiveness</strong></td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>(1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall Acceptability</strong></td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>(1.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This would be an acceptable intervention for students’ writing difficulties.</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>(0.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most teachers would find this intervention appropriate for writing difficulties in addition to the one described.</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>(1.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The intervention should prove effective in changing students’ writing difficulties.</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>(0.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would suggest the use of this intervention to other teachers.</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>(1.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students’ writing difficulties are severe enough to warrant use of this intervention.</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>(0.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most teachers would find this intervention suitable for the writing difficulties described.</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>(1.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would be willing to use this intervention in the classroom setting.</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>(2.12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The intervention would not result in negative side-effects for the student.  
5.50 (0.71)

The intervention would be appropriate for a variety of students.  
5.50 (0.71)

The intervention is consistent with those I have used in the classroom.  
3.00 (0.00)

The intervention is a fair way to handle students’ writing difficulties.  
4.50 (2.12)

The intervention is reasonable for the writing difficulties described.  
5.00 (1.41)

I like the procedures used in the intervention.  
5.50 (0.71)

The intervention is a good way to handle students’ writing difficulties.  
5.00 (1.41)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>(SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall, the intervention would be beneficial for students.</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>(1.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The intervention would quickly improve students’ writing difficulties.</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>(1.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The intervention would produce lasting change on students’ writing</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>(1.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difficulties.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The intervention would improve students’ writing difficulties to the</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>(1.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>point that they would not deviate from other classmates’ skills.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soon after using the intervention, the teacher would notice a positive change in writing skills.</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>(1.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students’ writing skills will remain at an improved level even after the intervention is discontinued.</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>(0.71)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using the intervention should not only improve students’ writing difficulties in the classroom, but in other settings (e.g., other classrooms, home.

When comparing students who were poor writers at the beginning of the study with a good writer before and after the use of the intervention, the students’ and peer’s behavior would be more alike after using the intervention.

The intervention should produce enough improvement in the student’s skills so that writing difficulties are no longer a problem.

Other skills related to the writing difficulties also are likely to be improved by the intervention.

Note. N = 3. Answers were based on a Likert-type scale with 1 = strongly disagree, and 6 = strongly agree.
### Figure 1. Timeline, List of Sessions by Condition, and Percent Increases for Generalization Programming Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Performance Feedback Condition</th>
<th>Performance Feedback with Generalization Programming Condition</th>
<th>Percent Increase For Performance Feedback with Generalization Programming Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/22/16</td>
<td>Pre-assessment session 1</td>
<td>Pre-assessment session 1</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe 1</td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/28/16</td>
<td>Pre-assessment session 2</td>
<td>Pre-assessment session 2</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM (others-referenced) narrative probe 1</td>
<td>WE-CBM narrative probe (others) 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/5/16</td>
<td>Pre-assessment session 3</td>
<td>Pre-assessment session 3</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM expository probe 1</td>
<td>WE-CBM expository probe 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/22/16</td>
<td>Pre-assessment session 4</td>
<td>Pre-assessment session 4</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM compare and contrast probe 1</td>
<td>WE-CBM Compare and contrast probe 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4/16</td>
<td>Intervention session 1</td>
<td>Intervention session 1</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe 2</td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/18/16</td>
<td>Intervention session 2</td>
<td>Intervention session 2</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe 3</td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/28/16</td>
<td>Intervention session 3</td>
<td>Intervention session 3</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe 4</td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/1/16</td>
<td>Intervention session 4</td>
<td>Intervention session 4</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe 5</td>
<td>WE-CBM (stimulus generalization programming)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM (others-referenced) narrative probe 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/18/16</td>
<td>Intervention session 5</td>
<td>Intervention session 5</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe 6</td>
<td>WE-CBM (stimulus generalization programming)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM (others-referenced) narrative probe 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/22/16</td>
<td>Intervention session 6</td>
<td>Intervention session 6</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe 7</td>
<td>WE-CBM (stimulus generalization programming)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM (others-referenced) narrative probe 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/2/16</td>
<td>Intervention session 7</td>
<td>Intervention session 7</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe 8</td>
<td>WE-CBM (response generalization programming)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM expository probe 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/6/16</td>
<td>Intervention session 8</td>
<td>Intervention session 8</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WE-CBM (response generalization programming)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Session Type</td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe</td>
<td>WE-CBM expository probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/9/16</td>
<td>Post assessment session 1</td>
<td>WE-CBM (self-referenced) narrative probe 10</td>
<td>Post assessment session 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/13/16</td>
<td>Post assessment session 2</td>
<td>WE-CBM (others-referenced) narrative probe 5</td>
<td>Post assessment session 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/16/16</td>
<td>Post assessment session 3</td>
<td>WE-CBM expository probe 4</td>
<td>Post assessment session 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/20/16</td>
<td>Post assessment session 4</td>
<td>WE-CBM compare and contrast probe 2</td>
<td>Post assessment session 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Participant Flow Chart

Assessed for eligibility  
\( (n = 108) \)

Excluded \( (n = 55) \)
- Assigned to an alternative intervention \( (n = 25) \)
- Did not meet eligibility criteria for TWW and/or spelling \( (n = 6) \)
- IEP \( (n = 6) \)
- Moved \( (n = 4) \)
- Late arrival \( (n = 1) \)
- LEP or ELL \( (n = 9) \)
- Parent declined \( (n = 4) \)

Randomized \( (n = 52) \)

Allocated to performance feedback condition  
\( (n = 25) \)
- Received allocated intervention \( (n = 25) \)

Allocated to performance feedback with generalization programming condition  
\( (n = 27) \)
- Received allocated intervention \( (n = 27) \)

Post-Assessment ANCOVA analyzed WE-CBM Self- and Others-Referenced probes \( (n = 25) \), WE-CBM Expository and Compare and Contrast probes \( (n = 24) \)

Post-Assessment ANCOVA analyzed WE-CBM Self- and Others-Referenced probes, WE-CBM Expository, and Compare and Contrast Probes  
\( (n = 26) \)
Figure 3. Students’ Mean Correct Writing Sequences Across Sessions and Conditions.

Note. Sessions in which new generalization programming tactics were introduced for the performance feedback with generalization programming condition are marked with an asterisk.
Figure 4. Adjusted Mean Scores by Condition on the Post WE-CBM Self-Referenced Narrative Probe, Others-Referenced Narrative Probe, Expository Probe, and Compare and Contrast Probe.
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